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PROLOGUE
On an overall level, the scientific scope of this thesis is emphasised below.

The system framework developed in the thesis is limited to be associated to the
life cycle assessment framework, defined in the current ISO 14040 family.
Therefore, the developed system framework must be regarded as an extension to
the current LCA standard (and not as a specification), since it enlarge the scope
of the LCA application, mainly by introducing a scenario development
procedure. It should also be noticed that common LCA applications often treats
simple products, and not services related to our consumption and lifestyle, in
which is the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, the current ISO standard does not
exclude such applications, since the definition of products also accounts for
services (ISO 14040).

The outlined system framework delivers environmentally related performance
requirements that are regarded as sustainable in respect to: a developed future
scenario, applied performance requirements, necessarily introduced estimations
and limitations. The resulting environmentally related performance requirements
are aimed to be used in the design phase. Furthermore, these environmental
performance requirements can also be complemented so that they will be a part
of a classification system. Since the only sustainable theme that is treated
analytically is the ecological aspect, the performance requirement that meet the
scenario performance sustainability requirements is therefore restricted and in
the following called environmental Class A – Sustainable.

An application of the system framework is exemplified in a performed case
study for the life supporting service ‘living’. In the case study, a developed
future scenario meets sustainability conditions that are estimated as ecologically
sustainable, economically as well as technically realistic, and socially
acceptable. Both the economical and social aspects are regarded as rudimentary
scenario bottom-line boundary conditions that shall be met. Further development
of these kind of generally applicable boundary performance condition indicators
is not part of the thesis. Instead, in this thesis the meaning of ecologically
sustainable is developed in the context of using life cycle impact assessment
methodology, as defined in ISO 14042. This approach has the opportunity to
handle the ecologically sustainable issue quantitatively.

The system framework providing environmental performance requirement shall
be regarded as called, i.e. a framework that therefore requires further research.
The synthesis results in a first system description that aims to explain and
exemplify how sustainable consumption can be assessed and made operational
via environmental performance requirements applicable in the design phase and
shall in this respect be regarded as a blueprint.
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ABSTRACT
A Sustainable Consumption Evaluation (SCE) system framework is developed which is based on an
extension of current LCA methodology. The SCE system results in Environmental Performance
Requirements (EPR’s) as the key means for its implementation in sustainable design that can be used
for product or product-service system benchmarking, monitoring and evaluation. The use of EPR’s
follows an already well-known management system, which means that they will, when applied in
design, be handled together with other functional aspects. The SCE system also makes it possible to
determine whether an individual's lifestyle is sustainable, in the respect that it meets the performance
defined in a so-called real-vision, while however being conscious of its restrictions.

A holistic way to describe the burden of the environmental impact is to focus on the consumption from
an individual’s perspective. This way of analysing the problem provides the opportunity to evaluate
the improvements that can be achieved by changing our lifestyle and our consumption patterns within
the socially, economically and technically feasible alternatives. Therefore, in this thesis, it was found
appropriate to divide the consumption into a number of superior so-called life-supporting services
(LSSs). Since these LSSs are analysed in a life cycle perspective, they cover all environmental impacts
caused by mankind.

To illustrate a sustainable development, a holistic, realisable, future scenario – a real-vision –is
elaborated according to the SCE system framework. From this real-vision it is then possible to define
acceptable impact permits divided into a number of LSSs. The real-vision takes part in a procedure
performed in order to define the EPR’s that include the aimed LSSs in terms of being ecologically
sustainable, economically as well as technically realistic, and socially acceptable (including ethical
impacts).

To make an assessment of what is ecological sustainability possible, an Environmental Quality
Objective (EQO) normalisation procedure is introduced. The developed normalisation procedure
facilitates the reporting of different impact categories in a common unit that is achieved without
including direct value choices. When the EQO normalisation is utilised, no limitation concerning
public communication of the result and its applications exists, according to the ISO 14 042 regulation.

The result of the developed framework composes a proactive design tool, as well as a concurrent
classification system, if verified by the EPR. The real-vision defines the EPRs according to
environmental class A – Sustainable. In addition to class A, it is possible to define an environmental
class C – Acceptable, which means that the EPRs agree with today's praxis or comply with some
regulation or standard. The environmental class B – Environmentally Sound is between class A and C,
but still represents a relatively ambitious performance.

Further, the outlined SCE system framework is specified and put into practice by an implementation of
the LSS Living. Already accomplished consensus work that is accepted in Sweden is utilised as a basis
to define operational market-based EPRs. The EPR category included and elaborated is Impact EPRs,
which demonstrate the most innovative part of the SCE system. Impact EPR corresponds to what is
often referred to as an environmental profile according to the LCA methodology. If the EPR for LSS
Living according to environmental Class A – Sustainable is applied, this should result in a reduction of
about 50 % of the current environmental impact.

Key words: Classification system, Environmental Quality Objective (EQO); EQO normalisation,
Environmental Performance Requirement (EPR); Life Cycle Assessment (LCA); Life-Supporting
Service (LSS); living; real-vision; sustainable consumption; Sustainable Consumption Evaluation
(SCE); sustainable consumption; sustainable design.

Author’s address: Martin Erlandsson, IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute, Box 21060,
100 31 Stockholm, Sweden (e-mail: martin.erlandsson@ivl.se).
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PREFACE
This PhD thesis incorporates my experience from the research field as well as its practical
implications that appears when ‘theory meet practice’ on consultancy basis. I started to work
with life cycle assessment (LCA) in 1990 in connection with my diploma work on utility
poles of treated timber and alternative products. After some years as employed by a
construction firm, I was employed at Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), where I obtained
a licentiate degree, with a thesis entitled “Environmental Assessment of Building
Components”. Since then I have worked at TRÄTEK, Ragns-Sells Environment Consulting
and IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute (current position).

Together with Britt-Inger Andersson as the driving force, the first environmental declaration
system of type III (i.e., LCA-based), aimed for the wood-working industry in the Nordic
countries, was launched in 1996. In Sweden, this system is hosted by TRÄTEK, and is still
running and covers today over 200 products. As a consultant, I have performed environmental
LCI work and LCA studies covering over 40 different industry production systems. An
interest in LCA data management, and database applications, was developed in co-operation
with Göran Löfgren (Nordic Port), as part of the development of EcoLab and Jan-Anders
Jönsson in the development of the Sirii SPINE application and other product information
systems. As a part of the Sirii network, this interest was then developed by establishing a
streamlined data documentation and exchange format called Sirii SPINE (free software and
data available at: www.Sirii.org), which also covers data quality assurance aspects and a
market-driven system for environmental declarations (type III). I also ‘suffer’ from
experience as joint owner of a small consultant firm developing environmental-related IT-
applications and the difficulties that this means, and which now belongs to a closed end. As
employed by IVL, I have been project leader for a number of projects that have result in
nearly all papers included in this PhD thesis.

Looking in the mirror, my recent research now makes it possible to answer the question that
was the ultimate goal of my diploma work, which address the possibility to evaluate
environmental impacts from different impact categories, with special interest to chemicals and
their toxic effects (Erlandsson 2003e). I will now see what future work leads to, which I do
hope that the developed ‘A blueprint for sustainable consumption and design including
performance requirements’ is part of.

Stockholm, January 2004

Martin Erlandsson

http://www.sirii.se)/
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INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE PAPERS QUOTED
The thesis comprises a number of developing works illustrated in Figure 1, which all are
related to the development of the Sustainable Consumption Evaluation (SCE) system
framework, applicable for sustainable design and evaluation, made operative by
Environmental Performance Requirements (EPR). Besides the work indicated in Figure 1, it is
worth mentioning the authors pioneer work “Environmental investigation for the building
sector – LCA Report” (Erlandsson 2001). This work was a commission from the Ecocycle
Council for the Building Sector (BYKR), as support to their report “Environmental
investigation for the building sector” (BYKR 2002). The work resulted in the first full LCA
performed on the Swedish market, covering the entire building and real estate sector. This
LCA study delivered an environmental decision support based on the yearly current impact
from the sector, and its contribution to the Swedish environmental objectives. The markets
common environmental objectives defined in “The Building Sector's Plan of Action 2003”
(BYKR 2002), is based on the results in “Environmental investigation for the building sector”
(BYKR 2001). On the other hand, market-defined environmental-related goals from BYKR
and Bygga/Bo are also used in the development of the EPRs in this thesis (paper VI). The
”Bygga/Bo” dialogue is a voluntary project involving a limited number of companies (with
considerable ambitions), while BYKRs joint project is supported by the entire sector.

 Paper V
Development of a
system framework

based on EPR

Paper VI 
Implementation of the 

system framework 
for the LSS living 

Paper I
Example of environmental

improvements by
rebuilding

Paper II
Potential environmental
improvements for  mullti-

family dwellings
and their time dependence

Paper III
EQO-based normalisation 

method applicable
for public communication 

Erlandsson 2000, 2003c 
Operationalisation  of the 

EQO normalisation
method

Erlandsson 2003e
Imp. of toxicological

aspects via ‘USERS LCA’ in
the EQO norm. method

Erlandsson 2002, 2003a-b, 
Erlandsson & Carlson 2003 
Market-based development 

of EPR for buildings 

Erlandsson 2003e
Implementation of

the system framework
as a tool for the IPP work

Paper IV 
Review on building- 

related LCA methods 
and developing needs 

Erlandsson et al 2002
Dev . of a market-based

data management system
to achieve  env . product data

Figure 1 The structure of the articles in the thesis and some selected related works (represented by white
boxes) and specifications of the scopes thereof (in italic).

Below, shorts comments on the background of the papers are given in chronological order:

Paper I – Energy and Environmental Consequences of an Additional Wall Insulation
Dwelling

An initial case study on a limited building structure was carried out. The included additional
wall insulation made it possible to compare the different results from an LCA with those of an
economical LCC analysis. The analysis was limited to a single building part in order to avoid
methodology problems, which appears when a building is studied as a function rather than a
physical product.
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Paper II – Environmental assessment of rebuilding and possible performance improvements
effect on a national scale

The article arises from the experience gained in the work presented in paper I and takes a
step further concerning scope and methodology development. The scope now covers a
number of energy measures and when the entire Swedish multi-family dwelling stock is taken
into account. A number of reachable performance requirements related to energy measures are
put forward for the applied scenario. The crucial part of the scenario analysis is to define the
time its takes from a performed rebuilding of a single object until a full effect is reached on a
national scale. The scenario built around pro-active market-based rebuilding activities, which
takes place in the rate as rebuilding is ‘naturally’ needed, and therefore, supposed to occur any
way but with an improved ambition.

Paper III – On the possibilities to communicate results from impact assessment in an LCA
disclosed to public

This is a theorisation of a normalisation method as an alternative to damage-oriented
approaches for impact assessment methods. The article is written using the experience gained
in the work described in an earlier report by Erlandsson (2000) and its implementations. In the
context of the system framework (aimed at in this thesis), the EQO normalisation method is
the key to give an environmental understanding of the inventory result from an LCA, and a
link to an individual accessible impact permit. The EQO normalisation method is therefore
also crucial in the system framework, in order to verify that the so-called real-vision can be
defined as ecologically sustainable. The article is written with the intention of avoiding
operational figures, so that different approaches can be based on the same framework. An
operationalisation of the EQO normalisation is instead planned to be included in a
complementary paper.

Paper IV – Generic LCA-methodology applicable for buildings, constructions and operation
services – today's practice and development needs

Five building-related LCA tools are included in the article to analyse the ‘state of practice’
concerning methodology issues. However, to conduct a relevant evaluation, the article also
deals with the meaning of, or rather alternative meanings of an assessment of a building as a
physical product or a service. The evaluation starting point defines a significant finding, i.e.,
two different approaches of applying LCA to a building and its operation are feasible, with
the latter of which not having been evaluated (until now). The first approach is the typical
LCA application, which implies a product comparison, while the second approach leads to
EPRs (called ‘environmental functional demands’ in the article). The contribution of the
article to a more service-oriented approach to evaluate buildings is therefore essential.

Paper V – An Evaluation System for Sustainable Design. Part 1: Introduction to a
Methodological Framework

A holistic approach to take a step beyond current LCA practice, and that focus on product-
service systems, makes it logic to elaborate how environmental-based performance
requirements can be made operational (i.e., via EPR). In this respect, paper V structures and
elaborates ideas that are found in paper IV and results in the Sustainable Consumption
Evaluation (SCE) system framework. To make sustainability operational includes knowledge
of sustainable consumption and the original lifestyle. Another important aspect for a pro-
active evaluation tool, applicable for sustainable design, is the opportunity to define what
should be achieved rather than the opposite. Therefore, based on a back-casting inspired
approach, a realisable vision that includes the basic human life-supporting services (LSSs) is
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outlined. This leads to the development of a procedure called ‘performance checkpoint’,
which facilitates the EQO normalisation approach described in paper III. This procedure is
the key element to make sustainability operational in an analytic way, and results in EPRs and
their related impact permits that meet pre-defined so-called sustainable ‘Scenario performance
requirements’. The paper is followed-up by a case study of the implementation, i.e., paper
VI.

Paper VI – An Evaluation System for Sustainable Design. Part 2: Environmental
Performance Requirements (EPR) Defined for the Life-Supporting Service (LSS) Living

The SCE system includes new methods that need to be proved to be operational in practice.
To follow-up case study-related works, e.g., as found in paper I and II, the LSS Living was
found as the adequate choice for paper VI. This choice, therefore, also connects the latest
work of the postgraduate research with earlier work, as well as with the work carried out as
contract researcher at IVL (Swedish Environmental Research Institute), see Figure 1. The
article includes building system parts that were found in the consensus work performed by
BYKR and ByggaBo, which limit the scope of the EPRs.

Finally, the current relevance of paper I, II and IV is worth some comments. As indicated
above, paper IV was accomplished prior to establishing the essence of paper V, and the
scope of the case study included in paper I is also included in the scope of paper II and VI.
Furthermore, the aim and scope of paper II provide complementary information relevant to
the result from the system framework defined in paper V and its implementation of the LSS
Living described in paper VI. However, since paper II was written before paper V and VI,
it means that accordance between the papers exist, but are handled in the comprehensive
summary of the thesis (i.e., here).
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE READER

The comprehensive summary condenses the contents of the thesis papers that are enclosed to
the main text and named paper I to VI. Besides the comprehensive summary of the content
included in these papers, the thesis comprises methodology specifications that are not
included in the enclosed papers, but still found essential in order to reach a transparency and
facilitate understanding of the analysis result. These parts of the methodology section are
relevant for the understanding of the applied LCA methodology. However, the dissertation
does not try to explain the LCA methodology in detail. Besides the ISO 14040-43 standards,
describing the general framework of LCA, an in depth guidance is found in, e.g., “Handbook
on Life Cycle Assessment. Operational Guide to the ISO Standards” (Guinée et al. 2002).
However, the step from theory to practice is as always best achieved by learning by doing –
its now way around it.

A short cut to read this thesis – for those who are not interested in the methodological
specifications made concerning LCA – is therefore to only read paragraph 3.1 and 3.2 of the
methodology section 3, and then continue directly to section 4 Result and discussion.

Those readers who are interested in further information than what is included in the
comprehensive summary of the thesis will find additional information in the enclosed papers,
as well as in reports and articles given in Figure 1. The reader should be aware of the fact that
the designation of terms may vary between the comprehensive summary and the enclosed
papers, since the various documents are not written at the same time.

Finally, the author is aware of the fact that a number of LCA-related standardisation activities,
directives, etc. are going on in the field of assessment of buildings and building components,
e.g., forthcoming standards from ISO/TC 59. But since these activities are still under
development, or focus on a building as a physical product rather than a service-system
approach, they do not contribute to the performance-based approach developed here, and are
consequently not relevant to the aim and scope of this thesis. These traditional and commonly
applied LCA specifications are applied on buildings by typically using a pre-defined cradle
to-grave scenario. Such specifications are applicable for new buildings and theoretical
observations, but not applicable for the existing building stock. For those readers that are
interested in experience from traditional LCA applied on buildings, a report from SETAC,
entitled ‘A state-of-the-art report, 2003’ by Kotaji et al. (2003), is worth reading.
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SPECIFIC ABBREVIATED TERMS
In the text the following abbreviations are used frequently:

EPR, Environmental Performance Requirements. The EPR is the result from the SCE
system that either can be used for classification and benchmarking or as specification
of a product and in the design phase. 

EQO, Environmental Quality Objective. An Environmental Quality Objective (or EQO), as
defined here, is typically a non-enforceable concrete quantitative measure. An EQO
specifies a critical impact that can be permitted such that the protection of the
environment still will be met.

LCA, Life Cycle Assessment. LCA is the common name of the system analytic and life cycle
approached tool specified in ISO 14040-43.

LCI, Life Cycle Inventory. The LCI step (ISO 14041) of an LCA covers the compilation of
inputs and outputs from a technosphere system, where the environmental burden is
allocated to the system’s delivered products (functional outputs), and reported as an
inventory profile. An inventory profile includes environmental stressors like emission
to air, water and ground, resource use and consumption.

LCIA, Life Cycle Impact Assessment. In the LCIA assessment step (ISO 14043) of an LCA
is the environmental impact calculated from the LCI step. If the result is reported in
impact categories (climate change, acidification etc), this is often referred to as an
impact profile.

LSS, Life-Supporting Service. LSS is introduced here to describe all our needs and to which
our consumption pattern can be allocated. An LSS can be divided into, e.g.; Living,
Communication, Food supply, Social services and Pleasure and leisure, and is
comparable to PSS but describes a basic utility level.

LSS Living, is the specific LSS that accounts for consumption related to this issue, which then
is divided in a number of subsystems.

PSS, Product-Service system. The key idea behind PSS is that consumers do not specifically
demand products, per se, but rather are seeking the utility these products and services
provide. A product service system is a competitive system of products, services,
supporting networks and infrastructure as defined by UNEP [40].

Real-vision, is a short name for a realisable (future) scenario that meet the ‘Scenario
performance requirements’ sustainability indicators. The Real-vision is the result from
the ‘Performance checkpoint’ (see Figure 4:1), and therefore also define the EPR
environmental class A- Sustainable.

SCE, Sustainable Consumption Evaluation. SCE is the abbreviation of the system
framework presented in this thesis and corresponds to an extension of the present LCA
methodology in order to handle the sustainability perspective.
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1 INTRODUCTION

To move forward from industrial-ecological theories, political
commitments etc, in order to establish a useful tool covering
sustainable consumption, as part of the ordinary business and in
our everyday activities, one of the challenges will be to
synthesise the known knowledge and from there add
innovations. In a holistic approach, sustainability must be
traced back to and be referred to a sustainable consumption,
which face the individual perspective, life style pattern and our
common responsibility, as well as social and economical justice.
The introduction emphases a brief guide to basic elements of the
developed system framework, which in basic refer to commonly
applied performance requirements and scientifically established
life cycle assessment (LCA) methodology.

1.1 SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION
The market’s reason for pursuing environmental work is not of an independent character
without any links to economical and social aspects. The importance of this issue was
addressed in the final document “Our common future” of the World Commission on
Environment and Development (WCED 1987), which states a common vision on sustainable
development and how it is to be put it into practice.

The cause of environmental problems, and therefore the responsibility, can be regarded in a
human individual perspective. Flowingly, a sustainable consumption pattern must be an
important alternative basis to structure, analyse and communicate environmental problems in
a pro-active way, as an alternative to a sector or geographical division. The individual-based
approach, accomplished by a lifecycle approach of structuring the integrated environmental
burden, will make it possible to trace the importance to daily made choices, which then is
possible to connect to user behaviour, knowledge and attitudes. This structure is used as
foundation in the Sustainable Consumption Evaluation (SCE) system framework developed
here, why our life style pattern and its consumption are found adequate to be divided into a
number of Life-Supporting Services (LSSs). When these LSSs are studied in a life cycle
perspective they will account for the global mankind’s environmental impacts. It is recognised
that UNEP seek to promote and facilitate discussion, networks and action for more
sustainable products and services, and in this context states (UNEP 2003b):

“The growing attention to issues of sustainable consumption is a natural outcome of
decades of work on cleaner production and eco-efficient industrial systems. It represents
the final step in a progressive widening of the horizons of pollution prevention; a
widening which has gone from a focus on production processes (cleaner production), to
products (eco-design), then to product-systems (incorporating transport logistics, end-of
life collection and component reuse or materials recycling) and to eco-innovation (new
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products and product-systems and enterprises designed for win-win solutions for
business and the environment).”

If individuals shall be able to make rational product or product-service choices, it requires that
assessable and correct information is available in the selection situation. The supply of correct
and useful environmental information to consumers, enabling improved choices, is therefore
crucial. Such consumer-adopted information has to be accepted by the market parties as well
as the authorities, which is something that is stressed in the Integrated Product Policy (IPP)
from the European Commission (COM 2001, COM 2003a). In brief, the IPP approach add a
political dimension to the ongoing Life Cycle Management (LCM) work, which is based on a
life cycle approach focusing on products in order to green the consumption and the market.

1.2 ECO-EFFICIENCY

In simple terms, a tool supporting environmental improvement could always, in principle,
start by minimising the integrated environmental impact, and at the same time improve the
functional output of the technical system, see Figure 1:1. This strategy forms the basis of
concepts like Eco-Efficiency (Schmidheiny 1992, WBCSD 1995) and Factor X (Schmidt-
Bleek F 1994).
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Figure 1:1 Integrated Eco-Efficiency of a process, product or service has to account for both the downstream
and upstream-related activities.

According to concepts like Eco-Efficiency, a holistic life cycle approach has to be
incorporated to avoid sub-optimisations. In this connection, Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is
found to be probably the most important environmental life cycle management tool and
should also be suitable in pursuing sustainable consumption. LCA is scientifically accepted
and the framework is defined in the ISO 14040 standard series, namely:

Principles and framework – ISO 14040 (1997)

Goal and scope definition and inventory analysis – ISO 14041 (1998)

Life cycle impact assessment –14042 (2000a)

Life cycle interpretation –14043 (2000b).

As a backlash, it has been observed that, when an LCA is applied to environmental product
development (Design for Environment etc.), in practice the results mainly leads to minor
changes in design and few improvements in the product's life cycle (Andersson et al 1998).
One reason for this observation could be explained by the actual implementation of the
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functional unit in the design process. In the LCA context, the functional unit is, in practice,
utilised as a fixed reference value that all studied alternatives shall provide. This restriction
alters if a performance-based approach is utilised. In addition, the application of performance
requirements would improve the innovative use of LCA as a complement to the traditional
functional unit. The difference may be illustrated by the following example of a typical LCA
question based on a functional unit:

For alternative A and B, respectively, what is the environmental impact of
transporting 1 t of goods 10 km ?

In this case, a prescriptive functional unit is used that describes alternative A and B. On the
contrary, a system based on performance requirements system may ask for:

What transportation alternatives can be used to transport 1 t of goods 10 km at
a given maximum environmental impact?

In this example – by means of the performance-based approach – it is obviously possible also
to evaluate all functional performances of the transportation alternatives, besides the
environmental performances.

1.3 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS IN BRIEF
The question of what utility products and services provide, rather than asking for defined
products, is the key of products-service systems. To strive at product-service systems in
product development, is accordingly also an ultimate way to consider for attaining more
sustainable consumption patterns. This way of thinking will stimulate using a service that
meets somebody’s need rather than a physical object, which also add to the manufacturer and
the user a common interest of product life cycle thinking.

In a performance-based design process of a product or product-service system, a number of
performance requirements are set up in order to control the final functional output, see Figure
1:2, where “A product-service system is a competitive system of products, services,
supporting networks and infrastructure”, as outlined by UNEP (2001). The performance
requirements should cover all relevant characteristics of the final product from case to case.
From this specification, a number of products may be found that demonstrates the required
performances. A common alternative is the prescriptive approach, wherein the object is to
describe and specify the product parts have a unique but implicit (non-stated) set of
properties. In this connection when the prescriptive approach is applied, the often utilised
meaning of “or alternative applicable products can be utilised”, only implies that a specific
supplier is not compulsory.
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Figure 1:2 The system parts/property matrix. The prescriptive approach versus the performance-based
approach, the latter of which makes different solutions possible (indicated by different letters A, B,
C etc.).

The difference between the prescriptive and the performance-based approaches may be
illustrated by introducing a matrix of system parts in one dimension and properties in the
other. In a performance approach, the final product performance requirements are described
and specified. This makes it possible to evaluate different technical solutions that meet these
performance requirements. When performance requirements are used in a design process,
different solutions may be found, indicated by letters A, B, C, etc. in Figure 1:2. Accordingly,
this is why this approach better promotes development.

1.4 APPLICATION OF LCA ON PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS AND THE
REFERENCE TO HUMAN HEALTH

When the scope is to apply an integration of performance requirements and the environmental
impact (here by utilisation of LCA methodology), a specification how the relation to the safe
guard human health should be handled is needed, since both elements have reference to this
specific safe guard. The other environmental safe guards resource protection and ecological
well-being, are only parts of the negatively associated consequences of the evaluation
procedure, and have no relation to the perception of the user’s needs of the functional output.
These two safe guards, therefore, do not constitute any problem in the optimisation of the
integrated performance requirements1. Hence, to make an integrated optimisation available
according to an eco-efficiency concept in general and LCA in particular, it is imperative to
categorise the performance requirements in two groups:

• User needs

• Associated consequences.

Thus, these two groups make it possible to structure the evaluation of the EPRs, but also
optionally limit the scope of the EPRs included. The ‘user needs’ describe those performance

                                                
1 Compare with the ‘EPR efficiency quota ‘at section 3.1.2, that corresponds to the meaning of Figure 1:1 and
1:3.
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requirements that the final product is supposed meet. In turn, these properties may, for
instance, be divided into implied needs (e.g., fire protection), user-declared needs (e.g.,
characteristics like sound and smell), and societal needs. Authorities often regulate societal
needs in order to control a bottom line of proprieties related to products. In practice the
societal needs, therefore, often include performance requirements also being parts of implied
or user-declared needs. Note that the user-declared needs usually are described by such
characteristics that are evaluated by questionnaires, not being measurable by other means.

The performance requirements on ‘associated consequences’ are related to such
characteristics that could be studied in a life cycle perspective. These associated consequences
may, for instance, be divided into environmental, technical and economical, and social
consequences, respectively. Briefly, the user needs to describe the expected and aimed
functional output of a product, and associated consequences refer to a holistic approach
enabling integrated optimisations. This will make it possible to improve the user need-related
functional output and minimise the associated consequences (i.e., negative effects or
reactions) like environmental impacts. The user-declared description accounts for the link
between the system parts/property matrix and the basis for the product-service systems
improvements, as illustrated in Figure 1:3.
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Figure 1:3 The system parts/property matrix and the linkage to an integrated improvement. The studied
functional output can be increased at the same time as the negative life cycle effects, e.g., the
environmental impact, can be decreased.

It is now possible to outline the significant interrelation between the ‘user need’ and the
‘associated consequences’ of the studied product or product-service. The outcome effects on
human health-related issues can be characterised by ‘perception’ and ‘reactions or effects’,
which then leads to ‘sickness’ or ‘comfort’-related human health impact, respectively, as
illustrated in Figure 1:4. The double-framed boxes in Figure 1:4 indicate performance
requirements that belong to the ‘user needs’, for what reason these are handled as comfort-
related performance requirements that only covers aspects of the studied product or service
(i.e. no life cycle perspective is possible). Since associated consequences are possible to
analyse in a life cycle perspective and have no direct relation to the aimed user needs, these
are treated as EPRs. This thesis is limited to the latter performance requirements.
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Figure 1:4 The grouping and characterisation of output from a product or service and its effect on human
health, divided into the two main impact end points ‘sickness’ and ‘comfort’.

Besides effect on human health, the aimed product or service is also related to environmental
impacts on the other two safeguards, i.e., resource protection and ecological well-being,
which is indicated by a dotted line in Figure 1:4. Furthermore, the same figure also indicates
the need for a forecasting method, as well as an evaluation/verification method when a
performance-based classification system is going to be used on the market.
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2 DISSERTATION OUTLINE

This part of the dissertation describes the scientific
settings of the PhD work as well as the comprehensive
summary as such. The hypothesis is the key idea behind
the comprehensive summary and therefore followed up by
the defined main goal, detailed scope and overview
objectives.

2.1 HYPOTHESIS AND GOAL
This dissertation is created around the following hypothesis:

• It is possible to develop an LCA-based methodology, applying performance requirements
as the key means for its implementation, that makes it possible to determine if an
individual's lifestyle is sustainable, in that respect that it meets the performance defined in
a so called real-vision, conscious of its restrictions. Then, the utilised real-vision is part of
a scenario-developing process to establish a future scenario that is ecologically
sustainable, economically and technically realisable, and also socially and ethically
acceptable. The real-vision, therefore constitutes a back-casting scenario that is also the
basis for a classification system. One’s lifestyle is divided into different life-supporting
services, which in their turn can be broken down to further supplying subsystems.

Based on this hypothesis the main goal of the dissertation is twofold:

• Firstly, to define an operational system framework applicable for sustainable design and
consumption evaluation based on the foundation of the current LCA methodology defined
by the ISO 14040 series, which also makes it possible to define an ecologically
sustainable level of an LSS. This system shall utilise environmental-based performance
requirements in order to facilitate a management system.

• Secondly, to illustrate a possible application of the system framework covering the LSS
living for Swedish conditions – a case study. This case study shall define EPR for all three
applied environmental classes.

The goals of the dissertation concerning the practical use and implementation of the system
framework is aimed at LCA-based so called impact EPRs, since this category of EPR
demonstrates the most innovative part of the aimed system and is also the most holistic-based
and illustrative way to put EPRs forward.

An underlying goal with the system framework is that it shall be applicable for public use. In
respect to this field of application, the limitation given in ISO 14042 justifies a pure natural
science approach for the utilised analytic tool. Consequently, this leads to methodology
choices that avoid direct human value choices. This field of application-controlled goal affects
the desirable specified Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) methodology (i.e. different choice of
system perspective) as well as the Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) method.
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2.2 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
A system framework for “Sustainable Consumption Evaluation” (SCE) is intended to be
developed on the basis of LCA and the feasibility to integrate other environmental concepts
into the current ISO framework of LCA. Although the ISO 14040 series does not explicitly
include the triple bottom lines (or three dimensions) of sustainability, this does not preclude
an application of LCA developed in such direction that still complies with the ISO
framework.

The concept of sustainability comprises three dimensions, namely the ecological, economical
and social dimensions (including ethical aspects, etc.). Here, a realisable sustainability
scenario is introduced and called real-vision. A real-vision is intended to be a key element to
integrate the sustainability dimensions into the ISO framework of LCA. A real-vision can
then be utilised as a performance checkpoint in the scenario development in terms of
verifying:

• ecological sustainability

• economical and technical realism

• ethical and social impact.

Acceptance levels for these three issues are jointly referred to as Environmental Performance
Requirements (EPRs). Applying EPRs does not inherently involve any specific technical
solutions, which is something that stimulates and encourages technical development.

When all LSSs or selected technospheric system parts studied fulfil the performance
checkpoint defined by the established real-vision, the EPR can be regarded as sustainable.
This implies a basis for a classification system. Such a qualified EPR is therefore called
ecologically sustainable and referred to as environmental class A – Sustainable. Besides this,
it is found convenient to have an environmental class C – Acceptable, which means that the
EPR agree with today's praxis or comply with some regulation or standard. A further class B
– Environmentally Sound is between class A and C, but still represents a relatively ambitious
performance.

When just LCA-based environmental-related performance requirements are included, of
course only ecological sustainability would be possible to evaluate in the applied system.
Consideration of the full three dimensions of sustainability accounting for social and
economic aspects is, however, possible by utilising a real-vision. Hence, it is important to
establish EPRs corresponding to a real-vision. Even so, these performance requirements are
referred to just as environmental performance requirements, since this is the only part that is
handled analytically by the system. Nevertheless, specific performance requirements based on
economic/technical and social/ethical aspects – among other aspects of performance
requirements – should still be parts of the operational decision support. However,
development of an integrated extended framework, covering all three sustainability
dimensions in an analytic way, is beyond the scope of the system framework suggested here.

Performance requirements, as such, are already considered in product development and in
business-to-business relations and therefore part of the existing management system. The
management system and its implementations are therefore, in this respect, not part of the PhD
work and consequently not developed in the dissertation.

The EPR system framework should in its most streamlined set-up be able to operate as a list
of criteria, wherein the EPRs are expressed in terms of fixed criteria. However, the qualified
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way of working with the system will be to use the EPRs based on an environmental analytical
tool involving the LCA methodology. EPR following the LCA methodology will be
addressed as Impact EPR.

2.3 SCOPE OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LSS “LIVING”
The scope of the implementation of the Life-Supporting Service (LSS) Living is to:

• Illustrate the practical use and implementation of the SCE system framework by
developing Impact EPRs for the LSS Living, based on consensus applicable for Swedish
conditions.

• Define operational, market-based EPRs including environmental classifications for the
LSS Living based on consensus applicable for Swedish conditions, divided into EPRs for
multi-family dwellings and single-family houses.

• Define the dignity of possible improvement of the pressure on different impact categories,
when the LSS Living according to environmental class A – Sustainable is applied.

• Define possible energy conservation measures in Sweden and their time dependence,
following a scenario where only newer buildings fulfil environmental performance class A
– Sustainable.

Only so-called Impact EPRs are part of this the case study, since this category of the EPRs
demonstrates the most innovative part of the SCE system. An Impact EPR includes
quantitative figures for a number of impact categories (climate change, acidification, etc.),
preferably normalised, so the relative importance amongst themselves is seen. Supply EPRs
and Property EPRs corresponding to the Impact EPRs are found in Erlandsson and Carlson
(2003).

To achieve the objective, already accomplished consensus work in Sweden is utilised in the
implementation case study. However, this means that the scope is restricted to established
environmental targets of these accomplished consensus work items. A significant limitation
for the dialogues relevant for the building and real estate sector (i.e. the two first mentioned
works given below) is that no environmental goals exists concerning wastewater systems and
operational waste. For this reason, in this case study, these system parts are not implemented
for the LSS Living as an EPR. Using these consensus work items and their goals implies that
the EPRs in fact are pre-established by the involved parties and based on an all-embracing
market dialogue. In this respect, the SCE system is only a way of making these dialogues
operational. The utilised consensus work and dialogue projects and their commitments
applicable for the Swedish market concerning the LSS Living are:

• “Bygga/Bo” which is a voluntary dialogue project supported by Swedish Environmental
Advisory Council (Miljövårdsberedningen) and a number of local authorities and
companies (information available on: www.sou.gov.se/mvb/english/index.htm).

• The Ecocycle Council for the Building Sector (BYKR) and their “The Building Sector's
Plan of Action 2003” (BYKR 2002). The action plan is a voluntary commitment of the
entire building and real estate sector, in order to reduce the sector’s environmental impact
(information available on: www.kretsloppsradet.com/about.shtml).

• Swedish environmental quality goals included in Swedish governmental directives
(information available on: www.miljomal.nu).
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The “Bygga/Bo” work results in long-term goals (about 20 years), while the work by BYKR
ends at midpoint goals.

2.4 OBJECTIVES
In the environmental work of companies today, it is common to set up pre-established lists of
desirable initial material choices and technical solutions. If the starting point would be
specified as EPRs instead, the focus would rather become the performance of the system. In
doing so the material choices and the technical solutions for products or services would
become an integrated part of a larger system solution. By introducing EPRs, the degree of
freedom in the detail design stage would increase for the material choices as well as the
technical solutions. In general, a design tool based on EPRs would offer properties that are:

• neutral in respect of materials

• helpful in promoting development.

The specific objectives following the above mentioned goals are given below.

The first objective is to create realistic holistic scenarios forming practical examples of
conditions that can be regarded as sustainable – here called real-visions. This objective is
based on the belief that positive examples and not the reverse (which is common in the
context of the meaning of sustainability) best illustrate sustainable development. To achieve a
tool that could be understood by anybody, the consequences of a real-vision must be broken
down to lifestyle and consumption patterns. LSSs are introduced here in order to illustrate
environmental responsibilities of individuals. The objective is that the real-vision and the
LSSs are made operational as a decision support for sustainable design by implementing
EPRs.

When the market starts to utilise the system and common established EPRs, the selection of
more sustainable products and services would become possible in a streamlined way. The
EPRs would also be operational for environmental product specification for public purchasing
in the European Union following limitations prescribed in interpretative communication from
the European Community (EC 2001). EPRs would also support the elimination of trade
barriers in accordance with the recommendation by WTO (1997): “Wherever appropriate,
Members shall specify technical regulations based on product requirements in terms of
performance rather than design or descriptive characteristics”.

The second objective is to illustrate a possible application of the SCE system framework
covering the LSS Living for Swedish conditions. This work is based on a joint venture
research project published in a number of working reports (Erlandsson 2002, Erlandsson
2003a, Erlandsson 2003b, Erlandsson Carlson 2003) and elaborated in paper VI. The
working papers have been circulated for public review. The objective of this case study is to:

• Illustrate that it is possible to constitute operational market-based EPRs for the LSS
Living based on consensus applicable to Swedish conditions. This objective includes an
environmental classifications system divided into three environmental classes.

• Define the dignity of the potential environmental impact improvements, when the LSS
Living according to environmental class A – Sustainable is applied.

When the SCE system specified here is applied on the LSS Living, and if an EPR according to
environmental class A – Sustainable is generally implemented, the sector’s environmental
commitment will be fulfilled as well as the related Swedish environmental quality objectives.
This will be done without the need for an environmental specialist using the pre-established
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EPR by an order from the commissioner of building projects. This statement stands true if one
accept the pre-established EPR and the related figures in the classification system.
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3 METHODS FOR A SYSTEM ANALYTIC EVALUATION TOOL

This part of the dissertation describes the main methodology
issues that are developed in the PhD work as well as part of the
aimed evaluation tool, applicable for sustainable design and
consumption that is established on performance requirements.
The methodological choices and specifications presented below
affect the numerical value of the final resulting EPR and the
relative importance among different EPRs. In order to achieve
an objective robust basis for analysis and evaluation of
ecological sustainability, avoiding direct human value choices,
a natural science approach is desirable for the aimed analytic
tool. Direct value choices are then a matter of course for the two
other sustainable themes covering ecological and social aspects.
These themes are here, instead of being handled analytically,
regarded as boundary conditions that must be achieved in the
scenario development.

3.1 ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

3.1.1 Characterisation of performance requirements

The framework system should be applicable for various purposes and at different ambition
levels in management systems, design processes, etc. The performance requirements in
general are divided into user needs and life cycle consequences, as described earlier.
According to the life cycle approach, a more precise definition of an EPR is needed to reflect
different system boundary conditions. The aimed EPR is characterised as product
Supply EPR, Property EPR and finally as Impact EPR (see Figure 3:1).

Products-service
system

Inflow

Stressors:

Emissions
Resource
consumption

Resource use:

Material
Water
Energy
Land

Property:

Outflow

Environmental
performance

Example

Supply: Impacts:

9,5 litre petrol/100 km

Environ-
   mental
       impact

 Functional
output

Type of performance
requirement

110 horsepower Climate change,
35 kg CO2-eq/100 km

Figure 3:1 Environmental performance requirements (EPRs) on three different levels – Supply, Property and
finally Impact EPR.
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These different types of EPRs cover different parts of the entire life cycle of the product-
service systems and are described in different units and are therefore different types of
environmental performance indicators. Supply EPR include various resources being required
by the product-service systems and accounts for all systems inflows. These inflows would
either be transformed into environmental stressors or become temporary parts of the
technosphere. The resources in the technosphere constitute physical infrastructure or product
content. In order to describe the true environmental impact, the Supply and Impact EPR
would theoretically be sufficient. However, the application of Property EPRs is in the realm
of environmental indicators and particularly in business-to-business relations, such as in
contracts, for the following practical reasons:

1) It is observed that product properties are much easier to evaluate and consequently more
comprehensive to use in business-to-business relations.

2) A second argument why product properties must be included – if the market applicability
of the system should be attained – is the fact that the impact from a lot of products are
heavily depend on other characteristics beyond those declared by the manufacturers' of the
products. Examples of such common characteristics, affecting the integrated products'
environmental performances, are the users and their behaviour and the selection of other
supply resources than the recommended. The choice of supply sources is made by another
part than the one supplying the product itself.

3) A third argument concerns the temporal aspect of long-lived products, wherein the exact
supplied resources in the future, the user behaviour, etc., cannot be established by any
conceivable measurement. This indicates that physical product properties are significant to
assess from an environmental point of view.

Resource EPR Property EPR Impact EPR

Additive
(possible to integrate) yes yesno

Competition neutral

Environmental
mechanism relevance

Easy to evaluate
and guarantee

no yesyes

yes noyes

medium low high

Figure 3:2 Strengths and weaknesses related to the three different types of EPRs.

The EPRs made on product properties would be vague as environmental indicators but strong
in business relations, and consequently these Property EPRs have a given place in the SCE
system. All categorised EPRs have their own pros and cons, exemplified in Figure 3:2. It
should be noticed that the most development-oriented and innovative alternative is the impact
performance requirement. This alternative includes the integrated environmental impact
related to the LSS studied (including underlying products and products-service systems) and
typically utilises a set of impact categories (i.e., an environmental profile) or simply an
environmental indicator index (one-dimensional) method. Accordingly, even if property EPRs
are used in contracts, etc., these have to be supported by both Supply and Impact EPRs in
order to add a more comprehensive environmental dimension. The lack of a uniform way to
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evaluate resource depletion based on consensus without introducing value choices, which is
possible concerning the traditional impact categories (Udo de Haes et al. 2002), indicates a
significant methodological trade off. Therefore the Resource EPR cannot be competition
neutral, since existing assessment methods on resource depletion fail concerning material
neutrality.

3.1.2 Qualitative and quantitative EPR indicators

Any indicator (qualitative as well as quantitative) can define an EPR. Optional quantitative
results from an LCA are; inventory profiles, environmental (impact) profiles and weighing
based-method result or combinations thereof. The inventory profile is equal to the result from
the LCA inventory step, which includes environmental stressors like emission to air, water
and ground, resource use and consumption. Environmental profiles constitute the result when
such inventory values are applied in environmental impact methods, via so-called
characterisation factors. This gives the inventory profile an environmental effect-related
dimension. The environmental profile is given in different impact categories, such as climate
change, eutrophication, acidification, etc.

The selection of Impact EPR indicators must be consistent with the goal and scope of the
study. It should also be observed that, according to ISO 14042, impact methods including
direct value choices (subjective elements) are not applicable for external communication if the
result should be used for comparative purposes – which is, one way or another, always
common. Possibilities on communicating the result from an LCA, utilising normalisation and
grouping, and following the restrictions within the ISO umbrella are further elaborated in
paper III. However, for hotspot identification or grouping within the same product-service
system, single-score indices might be applicable and would comply with the ISO 14040
series, at least when the result is intended for internal use.

The fact that EPRs could operate as a simple list of criteria facilitates a streamlined
operational routine, here focused on running the system for sustainable design. This also
enables the addition, in the form of complementing criteria, of such characteristics that today
are poorly or not at all handled in analytical tools. Characteristics that are included in lists of
criteria but poorly or not at all handled within LCA, are for instance chemicals with restricted
or forbidden use, having impact on biodiversity and work environment. The possibility to
allow both qualitative and quantitative indicators for the EPRs gives the system’s users the
full opportunity to address all kinds of environmental concerns. In a business-to-business
situation, seen over the entire supply chain, the overall environmental performance would be
restricted to its weakest part. Thus, the market's potentially reason to apply lists of criteria to
assess environmental issues covers the entire product life cycle, since it is an easy tool for
everyone.

In order to make the system more comprehensive, the environmental indicators should,
whenever possible, be based on the result from a qualitative method that accounts for a life
cycle perspective. This makes it possible to account for impacts from different life cycle
phases, enabling the determination of an integrated EPR. However, even if the system in
practice would be set up as a list of criteria, it remains to establish the criteria from the result
of an analytical tool handling the life cycle perspective. In this case, the system would also be
expandable, implying that system users having more precise or more ambitious needs can
work within the same system on a more precise level. The integrated EPR is derived from the
following basic EPR efficiency ratio:
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service integrated environmental impact
Environmental performance requirement =

functional output of the LSS 

When analysing the technospheric system and allocating environmental burden to various
functional outputs, the LCI analysis forms the crucial part. This life cycle inventory analysis
utilises the current ISO 14040-41 standard, but needs development and specification in order
to become applicable in this SCE system. The major interest here is to specify an inventory
method applicable for boundary conditions relevant to a service and not only a simple
product. A service is characterised by its required duration and is not restricted to a product's
life cycle or lifetime.

3.2 MAKING SUSTAINABILITY OPERATIONAL VIA ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT PERMITS

3.2.1 Life-supporting services (LSSs)

If human needs and all consumption of products are allocated to a number of defined LSSs, a
precise holistic accounting base of all environmental impacts is achieved as illustrated in
Figure 3:3 (Erlandsson et al. 2002). This kind of allocation would not suffer from the double
counting problem that appears in Input/Output analysis as identified by Nielsen and P.
Weidema (2001). The approach with LSSs covers all human needs in terms of various
underlying products. These facilitating underlying products constitute a subordinated set to
the superior LSSs corresponding to the significant products and services aimed at in the
European Community’s IPP work (COM 203b). Here, the LSSs are selected on the basis of
the environmental impact rather than their importance for individuals in terms of Machlows
demand hierarchy. A list to illustrate the superior level of LSSs is presented below:

• Living

• Communication

• Food supply

• Social services (i.e., education, medical and care)

• Pleasure and leisure.

To stress the importance of an adequate definition of LSSs and a clear mapping between these
services, a suggested allocation of transportation serves as a good example. When going on
holiday, a need of transportation occurs. This transportation is accounted for as “Pleasure and
leisure”, while individuals' transportation to and from work and for shopping is allocated to
the item “Communication”, etc. According to this way of allocating the environmental
impact, transportation would become a part of all superior services, but necessarily not
presented separately as an own LSS. The list of LSSs given above may be changed from case
to case while still being consistent with the presumptions made in the goal and scope of the
case study, which implies that applications for other purposes require other ways to group and
define the LSSs. A forthcoming possibility to establish a default list of LSSs would indeed
improve the feasibility of establishing generic IPP benchmarking indicators.
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Figure 3:3 Principal illustration of the impact of an individual allocated to different LSSs and an average
person that exactly meets what can be estimated as a sustainable permit for an individual, i.e. 1
Pe, for each impact category.

The use of consumption of an individual as the basis for the LSSs grouping of the
environmental impact may be disputable. As a general reference basis, an alternative would
be to allocate the environmental impact causes to the corresponding sector origins (like
energy, transportation, farming, etc.). This, however, would more reflect a society level as the
driving force and is therefore not found as an adequate choice here. The use of consumption at
the individual level would be in the line of changing the focus, stressing the importance of
people actually changing their behaviour individually.

3.2.2 Definition of ecological sustainability via Environmental Quality Objective
(EQO)

The system framework is based on the belief that it is possible, or at least necessary, to attain
an opinion on what environmental impacts are acceptable in a sustainable future. Ideally, the
environmentally acceptable impact would be established on natural sciences. For that reason,
the system uses Environmental Quality Objective (EQO) defined for the various impact
categories. For each impact category, an environmental permit can be established. However,
the impact assessment method cannot be restricted to pure natural sciences, since this would
not entirely solve the problem of turning EQOs into an operational key of an impact
assessment method in this system. This is because natural sciences do not tell us anything
about how impact permissions should be distributed among individuals. This is the reason
why social and economic perspectives have to be included. Only by having this viewpoint in
mind, is it possible to assess how individuals could utilise the impact permits specified as, for
instance, yearly environmental individual impact permits. In order to achieve a robust method
it is desirable to use environmental impact permits based on established consensus work.

These environmental impact permits can be used for normalisation purposes, reflecting the
relative importance between different impact categories (without including direct subjective
elements). Such an environmental impact assessment procedure generates one value per
impact category, thus complying with the requirements in ISO 14042 for public
communication of the result of an LCA, even if it is a comparative study. In some cases it is
desirable to use a single score that gives a very rough value of the integrated environmental
impact, i.e. using a weighting method. When an individual’s environmental profile is asked
for, no direct comparison between products is possible. This is the reason why applying an
impact assessment method generating a single score would be within the directive of ISO
14042 (as illustrated in Figure 3:3). However, an application of a singe score-based impact
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assessment method will not be applicable when the LSS underlying product service system
life cycle inventory data will be evaluated and communicated in public. The EQO
normalisation approach and its methodological foundation are elaborated in a paper III. The
EQO normalisation approach will be utilised in the development of an impact assessment
method that handles the sustainability perspective.

3.2.3 Real-vision

As mentioned earlier, a realistic scenario of a future sustainable society is called a real-vision.
By definition, such real-visions are probably not the same as the actual outcome in the future.
But if we cannot create real-visions of how a future sustainability society probably looks like
and operates, and formulate them into basic LSSs, we will not be able to influence the
development in a sound direction. The real-visions deal with and define visions of an
individual’s limits in relation to the LSSs put forward on a general level. When establishing
real-visions, we have to take into account that people live under different conditions. This
suggests real-visions that in their most ambitious forms start from a bottom-up approach,
taking into account different life style patterns, the related LSSs consumption and underlying
products. In turn, this implies that the general LSSs level should be further specified in
different life style patterns. The steps of creating a real-vision are the following:

• Scenario handling – including definitions of LSSs and sustainability items inventory

• Performance checkpoint – of the three sustainability dimensions

• Improvement – of the analysed candidate scenario.

A common starting point is to determine and analyse the current situation and from this
predict a vision of the future (i.e., forecasting). Such a scenario presumes continued use of
today's practice (the business-as-usual scenario). An alternative starting point would be a
vision of the future society (i.e., back casting), without taken the current situation into
account. The back-casting technique promotes innovative solutions that can be hard to realise
in a short time span.

The creation of a real-vision starts with a first candidate scenario that via the checkpoint may
induce an iterative procedure, see Figure 3:4. A candidate scenario should include the LSSs as
defined in the goal and scope definition of the study. The scenario inventory should comprise
essential performance related to the included LSSs. In order to make the term "sustainable"
complete and operational in this system, the candidate scenario also includes future
technically feasible solutions that also have to be economically realistic and ethically and
socially acceptable. This sustainability performance checkpoint test whether or not the
candidate scenario complies with the ecological limitation given by the nature and human
health, preferably via the EQOs described in paper III and Erlandsson (2003e). The iterative
procedure runs until a candidate scenario is elaborated that satisfies the boundary conditions
in the performance checkpoint. The outcome of the procedure is a real-vision, including the
EPR of the LSS that meets the sustainable requirements.
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Real-vision

yes

Improvements

Performance
checkpoint

no

Economically &
technically realistic

Ethically
& socially
acceptable

Ecologically
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Candidate scenario

Figure 3:4 Items included in the iterative performance checkpoint routine to determine a real vision starting
with a candidate scenario.

Obviously, a real-vision should be founded on a dialogue between involved parties,
authorities, non-governmental organisations, business sectors and the consumers. In an initial
step it is recommended to restrict the optional technical alternatives in a real-vision primarily
to known technology and feasible solutions, even though the back-casting technique also
facilitate the use of innovations. The fact that a real-vision is based on known technology and
an economically sound solution, but still at today’s level of comfort, would facilitate the
achievement of consensus on a real-vision.

3.2.4 Performance classification system

When an analytical method is applied to calculate an EPR, the environmental impact is
defined as a continuous variable. Other qualitative or quantitative environmental performance
indicators used for EPRs do not provide this possibility. Since the simple indicators and the
integrated qualitative alternative indicators operate simultaneously, it is suitable to introduce a
defined stepwise variation of the EPRs that would correspond to a conceivable generic
condition, applicable for the EPR user. These fixed EPR environmental classes correspond to
the different ambition levels:

Environmental class A – Sustainable

Environmental class B – Environmentally sound

Environmental class C – Acceptable

The environmental class A – Sustainable is based on EPRs established in the real-vision and
based on current knowledge of not jeopardising the future. This procedure will be described in
detail in the next section. The environmental class C – Acceptable means that the EPRs agree
with today's praxis or comply with some regulation or standard. The environmental class B –
Environmentally sound is between class A and C, but still represents a relatively ambitious
performance.
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3.3 GENERIC METHODOLOGY SETTINGS TO ACHIEVE NATURAL SCIENCE-
BASED MODULAR LCI DATA

The ISO 14040 series constitute a set of standards that is very much like a framework and
where specifications are needed in order to conduct an LCA in practice. The specifications
given below are mainly according to ISO 14040-41, and are provided in order to achieve
natural science based modular LCI data. It should be noticed that if one instead asks for, e.g.,
LCI data based on economical allocation, these could easily be calculated from natural
science-based LCI data only using public information. But the reverse is, however, often not
that easy, since detailed knowledge about process data is often not publicly available, but the
prices of the manufactured products are almost always known.

The LCA practitioner has to provide data that fits into the context of different methodologies
settings. It is also noticed that other environmental information than what is typically reported
in an LCA is asked for in the environmental management work (Erlandsson et al. 2002a). In
this respect it is desirable that the aimed LCI data specifications described here also will be
applicable in other environmental analysis-based systems. Examples of such systems are:

• ISO 13600-series covering technical energy systems and reporting on energy accounting.
Conflict concerning elementary flows and technospheric flows versus specifications in the
14040-41 occurs.

• Reporting of benchmarking process data according to the intentions of the IPPC directive
(EC 1996).

• Type III environmental declarations for products, defined in the pre-standard ISO TR
14025 (ISO 2000c). Environmental product declaration (EPD) systems that exist on the
market can be applied to cope with different methodological conflicts according to the
ISO 14040 series or interpretation problems in general. For example, the Swedish
Environmental Management Council’s EPD system (MSR 1999:2); does not mandatory
report LCI data in public, does not include information on product content, utilises
fluctuating allocation methods and does not use a common LCI data documentation
format enclosing the public EPD.

• Material or substance flow analysis, the accomplishment of which needs additional
information compared to a traditional LCI on product content as well as resource
consumption and technosphere flows.

• System analysis that very much follows the LCA methodology, but where system
expansion is often applied as the scope is not a product but the output from a
multifunctional complex system.

Since the kind of information described above could easily be handled in one integrated
database structure, it is found convenient to extend the traditional LCI scope such that it also
accounts for product content and resource consumption. This would improve the potential
output from an LCI database and improve its applicability (Erlandsson et al. 2002b). These
additional environmental information is found on work carried out by the Sirii SPINE
network, representing all Swedish research institute that work with environmental
management (see: www.sirii.org).
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3.3.1 From functional unit to minimum functional performance

Each process step in the inventory delivers some functional output, i.e., the products (which
cover both services and goods). In LCA, it is compulsory to describe the functional output
from the studied system in a so-called functional unit. The functional unit is intended to be
utilised as a reference unit in a complete LCA for comparison and not as a reference value for
LCI data of different process steps. For this reason, the functional unit typically describes
important physical properties related to the product or product system in terms of, e.g., 1 m2

external wall with a U-value of 0,2 W/m2K. Accordingly, the functional unit includes a
physical unit (e.g., 1 m2) as well as a functional performance (e.g., the U-value of 0,2
W/m2K). Each of the studied product alternatives should provide a defined functional unit,
which may include a functional performance, in order to carry out a fair product comparison.

On the other hand, the unit of the underlying set of LCI data is more correct to call, for
instance, inventory unit, since it is only expressed as a physical unit. The use of this inventory
unit is then limited to express the relation between the inventory parameters and together with
the products delivered by the same, typically in terms of environmental stressors per kg, m2,
m3 or per piece of product (also known as an inventory profile). In parallel to the inventory
unit, representing underlying LCI data as part of the complete LCA, each LSS can be divided
into a number of system parts, each of which being associated with a functional reference
unit. Such functional reference units are also, as the inventory unit, in the form of a physical
unit, e.g., kg, m2, m3, etc. However, to enable justified comparison, in some of the functional
reference units a minimum functional performance has to be taken into account. For this
reason, some LSS system parts will be associated with a minimum functional performance.
Compared to the common LCA practice, the combination of the functional reference unit and
the minimum functional performance is equal to the traditional functional unit (when it is
applied to a complete LCA).

Now it is possible to outline the overall functional units related to sustainable consumption
reflecting an individual’s lifestyle into each LSS, as illustrated in Figure 3:5.

An individuals yearly consumption

Key to life supporting services (LSS):
L - Living
C - Communication
F - Food supply
S - Social services
P - Pleasure and leisure 

Over all functional unit

LSS functional unit An individuals yearly consumption 
related to the LSS L/C/F/S/P

LSS system part no 1 LSS system part no n

Functional reference unit

Minimum functional
performance

e.g. per m2

e.g. 20 ºC indoor
temperature

Figure 3:5 Functional unit hierarchy utilised in the system framework.

The minimum functional performance is an optional specification appearing for those LSS
parts where it is found necessary to define a general acceptable bottom line for the functional
output from the system part. Hence, the minimum functional performance follows the ISO
intention of the functional unit, and focuses only on the significant aspects of importance to
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conduct a fair comparison. The surplus functional aspects will then be handled outside the
LCA.

As described above, the minimum functional performance is only applicable as a minimum
reference value for comparison, and therefore does not tell us the actual property of the
functional output of each system part. For that reason, in the system framework suggested
here, both the environmental impact and the system functional output are, in practise,
variables. This implies the possibility to include performance requirements of different user
needs. This aspect is important for decision support, but handled outside the EPR, since it is
supposed to be a part of an individual comfort parameter considered under the evaluation of
user need and therefore not elaborated further here. This difference in problem area is also
indicated in the system parts/property matrix (see Figure 1:4) and already handled in section
1.4. Preferably, this problem area is elaborated by a sociological approach (e.g., Engvall
2003), and covers the comfort aspects of indoor environment and accordingly does not have
the life cycle approach of significance to the impact EPR.

3.3.2 LCI data flow categories – inventory profile

The applied data flow categories follow the Sirii SPINE specification found in Erlandsson et
al. (2002b), which is developed from Erixon (2000). The flow categories are grouped in a
number of themes indicating their meaning. The possible flow types in each data category are
found in Table 3:1. It should be noticed that the SPINE database format allows different
specifications of flow type and specification of the environmental compartments (Steen et al.
1995). Furthermore, the flow category group themes given in Table 3:1 are not part of the
SPINE nomenclature, but implemented in the Sirii SPINE application (see: www.sirii.org).

Table 3:1 Data categories applicable for LCI and its resulting inventory profile, according to Sirii SPINE.

Group theme Sirii SPINE
Flow type

Possible specifications*

Deliverables Product (Environment: technosphere)

Resource use Natural resource (Environment: nature)

Recycled material Input/output (Environment: technosphere)

Stressors Emission Air, water, ground or intermediate

Resource consumption (Environment: nature)

Explorative impact (Environment: nature)

Incomplete
inventory

Residue Input/output (Environment: technosphere)

Refined resource (Environment: technosphere)

*Specifications given in brackets cannot be changes by the user, while the others may be changed.

The structure of the Table 3:1 also constitutes the headings for the inventory profile that are
the result from the LCI step of an LCA. The short description and comments of the flow type
are given below:
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Products represent the functional output. It is possible to declare the products contents in the
Sirii SPINE application. This specification is possible for all flows (except emissions) and is
treated as a global variable.

Natural resources represent the resource extension of a resource as it is extracted from the
earth. Natural resources consist of virgin material.

Recycled material appears in the inventory when a discarded product material is recovered
and utilised for new products. The phenomenon is also known as open loop recycling.

Emissions are specified as air, water, soil or intermediate emission. These recipients could be
subdivided according to the SPINE format in further specified recipients, which is needed in
order to make the LCA site dependent.

The fact that a resource is transformed into an emission may also be accounted for as a
resource consumption, which makes it possible to report from what materials/product
system the emission originate. This enables “punishment” of products that are responsible for
a material resource leaving the technosphere. Furthermore, this makes it also possible to
calculate the energy consumption in an application by summing the contributions from the
resources consumed that contains energy.

Explorative impact makes it possible to account for and report physical impact on the nature.
This flow is also known as land use, and is still very much in its development. The word land
use is not used here as it eliminates activities related to water area.

The group theme ‘Incomplete inventory’ indicate the fact that it represents a flow that should
be connected with a receiving or delivering process, i.e., a process that has a matching
residue and refined resource, respectively.

3.3.3 System boundaries and allocations procedures

3.3.3.1 Assurance of temporal and spatial adequate system boundaries
The provision of an inventory that models what actually happens in reality, avoiding value-
based decisions, is here referred to as a natural scientific-based approach. This means that
reported impacts of a process should comprise impacts that appear in respect to the actual
temporal and spatial conditions. This implies that the emission from, e.g., a production site
corresponds to what actually can be measured or reported. Therefore, it is not adequate to
perform an evaluation of environmental burden or responsibility of the reported data in the
LCI step2, since this should lead to a value-based decision. Consequently, system expansion,
for instance, will not be an adequate allocation procedure for a multi-output process, since this
leads to an inventory profile that includes emission from another process step not occurring at
that specific site (or at that time).

3.3.3.2 System boundaries to nature
System boundaries to nature correspond to Sirii SPINE flow data category natural resource
and the stressors (emissions, resource consumption, explorative impact) and are by ISO
jointly called elementary flows. A studied flow should, according to the goal of the life cycle
approach, be traced back to a natural recipient. A flow that is not traced back to a natural
recipient will automatically be reported in accordance with a flow type that belongs to the

                                                
2 This refers to background LCI data, since that is what this section is about.
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group theme Incomplete inventory according to Sirii SPINE, or the technosphere flow types
Product or Recycled material.

However, it can sometimes be difficult to decide which impacts should be included in the
LCA and which consequences are due to nature itself rather than human activity. This kind of
problems occurs when nature is part of the product system, which is relevant to all sea or
land-based activities. In these cases it is possible to evaluate the concentration gradient of
different substances in the soil or likewise that can be traced back to the utilisation of the
natural system, which would not appear if the human activity not were present. For instance,
following this definition, natural mineral decomposition is not an abiotic emission and
therefore not included in the LCI. But the additional emissions originating from an
accelerated decomposition due to a human activity will be accounted for in the LCI. To make
it possible to evaluate these kinds of activities, it is found necessary to consider the time
dependence of the activity, which can be modelled as:

• momentary

• time limited, or

• continuous.

In these cases, the studied process can be defined as momentary or time limited. In the applied
analytic model, the occupied land will, after a surveyable time horizon, be part of the natural
system again. Direct emissions from such activities during the surveyable time, before the
land and its ecological system can be found in balance (not necessarily restored as it was
originally), are accounted for as any emission from an ordinary process. However, after the
surveyable time, any additional concentration of substances in the soil will be accounted for
as emission to a specific location type, e.g., landfill. Emission scenarios and specification of
the surveyable time relevant to landfill sites can be found in Sundqvist et al. (1997, 1999). In
conclusion, this boundary setting procedure accounts for all emissions that are related to
human activities, but require a prediction of the future. The setting of surveyable time will be
important for the LCI. For transparency reasons, applied surveyable time factors should
therefore be reported in the LCA documentation.

For continuous activities (in balance), e.g., forestry or agricultural, a steady state situation will
be applicable in the analytic model. For a natural system utilised by humans, which system
delivers renewable material (such as timber from the main parts of the boreal forestry), the
ecosystem fixation of carbon will be reported in the inventory (negative emissions). However,
if it is utilised as fuel, the carbon dioxide will in a life cycle perspective lead to an almost zero
emission. In principal, this procedure covers all kinds of materials, renewable as non-
renewable such as peat, for which current extension leads to a net climatic contribution, and
for what reason Swedish peat must be regarded as semi-fossil (Uppenberg et al. 2001).

3.3.4 Multi-output process allocation procedure

In a process step where more than one type of product is generated, in order to receive
product-based inventory data instead of process-based, it is necessary to allocate the
environmental stressors of the process to the different products. This implies that a
subdividing of the product system into process phases must be proceeded before an allocation
can be performed. ISO 14041 also recommends to initially dividing the analysed products
system into sub-processes. Indeed this recommendation is applied here, but not in order to
eliminate or reduce the allocation problem as stated by ISO 14041. On the contrary, as is
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illustrated for a sawmill by Erlandsson (1996), this initial procedure will not eliminate or
reduce the allocation problem, but only improve the resolution.

A process phase constitutes the system boundary where a further allocation is needed. The
routine given below defines the aimed different process phases (Erlandsson 1996):

• each time a product is generated and leaves the specific analysed product system,

• when product flows are treated in various ways in a process, or

• when a material recycling loop occurs outside the own process step.

The following conducted allocation procedure follows the ISO 14041, which states that the
allocation procedure should be performed in the following order, by using an allocation basis
of:

1) physical dependencies

2) simplification of physical dependencies (often mass).

If no such dependencies can be established, ISO makes it possible to allocate using other
dependencies. This is relevant to overhead activities such as impact from an office situated on
a production site, etc. In these cases an allocation can be performed in the reverse order, i.e.,
by using an allocation basis of:

1) socio-economically-based allocation parameters

2) physical parameters, e.g., mass, area.

A further situation may occur when no information of the process phases from, e.g., a
production plan is available, typically caused by a confidentiality problem. In this case the
entire plant must be regarded as a black box, for what reason an allocation for the entire
product system and the overall representative environmental data should be made according
to the following procedure:

• perform an allocation based on physical properties or aspects, e.g., product content
(relevant to use of refined resources), specific melting energy by assuming generic energy
losses (relevant to energy use), etc., and

• remaining environmental impact, which cannot be allocated to the products according to
the above procedure, may be allocated on economically based allocation parameters.

3.3.4.1 Material recycling and technosphere system boundaries
Recycled material (also known as open loop recycling) is reported in the LCI as an input or
output technosphere flow. If any allocation procedure applicable for open loop recycling
should be applied, this would mean that the natural science approach would be lost in most
cases (compare with methods included in; Ekvall & Tillman 1997). Nevertheless, a system
boundary between the products in a material recycling cascade has to be defined.

When a product is discarded and its original function is lost, it can be processed further in a
waste management system. Those parts of the product that are utilised in a new product will
be accounted for as material recycling (which also accounts for the energyware that is used
for energy recovery). The remaining parts from the waste management system that cannot be
recycled will be processed further, and finally in the LCI accounted for as an emission. The
boundary between the first and the next product (system) is here defined by the willingness to
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pay for the recycled material. This implies that from the moment the user of a secondary
material pays for the material he (i.e. the new product system) will also be responsible for the
environmental burden from that point on. In most cases this also follows the resourcefulness
of the applied processes. In practice this means that if a recycling company pays for, e.g.,
discarded aluminium that also includes dismantling of cars, this company (the secondary user)
is also responsible for the incurred environmental impact from that point on. This boundary
definition is site dependent since the market situation can vary in both time and by location.

A flow can be accounted for as the flow type ‘material recycling’ even if the specific
secondary material user is not known. In practice this is very often the situation, because
specific origins and secondary users of waste streams are hard to trace to their source or their
specific new application.

3.3.5 Inventory limitation (cut-off)

A general cut-off that limits the scope of the inventory of a product system will be reported as
residue and refined resource, respectively, according to the Sirii SPINE nomenclature. These
flow types will be visible in the reported LCI profile, why no such general cut-off rules are
applied. This approach enables a receiver of such an LCI profile to add these missing process
steps, if the data is available for this practitioner.

3.3.6 System boundaries of manufacturing of equipment and for employees

Below specifies system boundary (rules) concerning manufacturing equipment and
employees. These system boundaries are not regarded to limiting the scope of the inventory or
as an incomplete inventory that is described above (i.e. a cut-off).

Environmental impact from infrastructure, constructions, production equipment and tools that
are not directly consumed in the production process, are not accounted for in the LCI.
Personal transportation to and from work is also not accounted for. This information can
however be reported in the LCI documentation as additional information, which facilitates the
addition of LCI data related to these kinds of activities later on. This procedure renders
modular LCI data that on case basis can be taken into account for the above aspects, if it is
relevant to the goal and scope.

Exception from inventory of manufacturing equipment-related historical activities occurs for
foreground data, i.e., such processes that are part of the main products system of an LCA
study, as described below.

3.3.7 System boundaries to historical activities – foreground data

The historical activities that can be accounted for to follow the material recycling procedure
must be allocated to the product function it was intended for. This problem appears typically
for long-lived products. The environmental impact from the historical investment will have to
be annualised based on a time span that can represent the initial utilisation purpose of, for
instance, a building. This means that the time span of utilisation should not be regarded as a
prediction of the actual service life. Instead a pre-set reasonable service life is utilised. Thus
the service life is applicable to allocate the environmental investment cost to the initial
purpose, without moving the environmental burden to a second user that maybe not will exist.

Consequently, in the inventory of an existing building, the old/existing construction should be
regarded as a sunk cost, provided it is a rebuilding with a new purpose, or a significant
improvement of the building performance. This procedure for historical activities means that
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reuse of physical products or parts of them (e.g., a building frame) follows the material
recycling procedure (which is indicated in the first sentence of this section).

3.3.8 Recommended LCA data documentation and its interpretation

The inventory profile is the most central documentation concerning environmental data. In
order to give the inventory profile an adequate understanding, further data documentation (or
meta-data) is required. It is here recommended to follow the Sirii SPINE data documentation
format found in Erlandsson et al. (2002), or equivalent. In this context, it is mandatory to
utilise third-party verified LCI data. A general system that supports the methodology specified
here is the data documentation provided by the Sirii SPINE network (Sirii 2003), following
data documentation Class A as defined in Erlandsson and Carlsson (2002).

In order to interpret the result it is important to verify the main methodological performance
for the most significant utilised materials and processes. This performance covers the basis for
allocation, and if specific or generic representative LCI data is utilised. For this reason a
cross-reference table is introduced that streamlines the result from the LCI. However, in order
to verify the magnitude from the different products or materials, this will only be possible by
calculating individual LCI data as their different contributions to the various applied impact
categories, see Table 3:2.

Table 3:2 Cross-reference table for the most significant applied materials and/or processes in the performed
LCA. 
If a
material
specify
the
reference
flow

Specify if
data is speci-
fic or generic

Basis for
allocation:
P – physical
E – economic
O – other

GWP Ozone
depletion

Acidi-
fication

Ground
level ozone

Eutro-
phication

Material or
process no. 

[kg/FU] Specific/
generic

P/E/O [kg CO2-
eqv.]

[kg CFC11-
eqv.]

[kg SO2
eqv.]

[kg C2H2-
eqv.]

[NO3-eqv.]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
The rest of
materials or
processes

- Estimate in %

___% spec

___% gen

Estimate in %

___ % P

___ % E

___ % O

Processes
and
transports

- Estimate in %

___% spec

___% gen

Estimate in %

___ % P

___ % E

___ % O

Sum: - -

Besides this methodological aspect it is important to, in a transparent way, communicate the
data range concerning different life cycle phases. On a general level it is possible to divide a
product's life into three life cycle steps, namely production, service life and end of life. For
long-lived products, also the possibility to add historical data and future data appears.
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In addition to these aspects it is needed to summarise, in a transparent way and on a general
level, the scope of the inventory by introducing a further cross-reference table. This table
contains of a pre-established list covering the utilised product groups and activities (Sirii
SPINE: refined resource) and inclusions of waste treatment, divided in the three life cycle
steps, see Table 3:3.

Table 3:3 Cross-reference table covering which product groups and the waste treatment steps that are
included in the performed LCA.

Scope specification Production Service life End of life
Product group or activity* 1 1 1

… … …
n n n

Inclusion of waste treatment 1 1 1
… … …
n n n

*Activities except waste treatment that, in this context, are handled separately.
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3.4 LCIA FACILITATING THE EQO NORMALISATION METHOD
The aim of LCIA, in brief, can be said to give the LCI-profile an environmental dimension
and to generate the decision support for further interpretation. In this context a
methodological trade-off always exists between condensing the result of an LCIA into as few
figures as possible and maintaining environmental relevance. A major aspect with the aimed
normalisation method is the need for a market acceptance of the method and the potential
possibility to communicate the final output result (following the requirement of the ISO
14042 standard).

It should be clear to the reader that the Environmental Quality Objective (EQO) normalisation
procedure is mandatory, since it is the key in order to verify what can be regarded as
ecologically sustainable in the real-vision procedure. If desirable, it is possible, outside the
real-vision procedure, to work with other impact assessment methods and still follow the SCE
system framework.

3.4.1 Environmental impact category

It is required that the selected impact categories should be independent from each other.
Otherwise double-counting problems will occur. This independence is also a requirement for
the safeguards. This implies that one should not include two impact categories covering the
same category endpoint, for example, ozone formation for low as well as high NOx
background levels. In these cases only one option that corresponds to the current case study
conditions should be chosen. Another consequence of this requirement, is that indicators like
“waste generation”, as, e.g., utilised in ISO/DTR 14047 Ex. 7 (ISO 2001), EDIP (Wenzel et
al. 1997) and the Swedish environmental product declaration system (MSR 2000), would not
be accepted in the environmental profile. A stressor indicator such as waste to a landfill would
also be rejected if the procedure in ISO 14041 concerning elementary flows were considered.

3.4.2 Two approaches to achieve environmental significance

A category endpoint will, in reality, cause a number of effects. ISO 14042 does not actually
include direct quantification of such (absolute) effects, only indicators those assign the
potential effects within the LCIA-profile. The individual category endpoint effects are in
reality dependent on each other, as indicated in Figure 3:6. The damage approach illustrated
in Figure 3:6, includes different potential effect-related endpoints where spatial and temporal
damage functions are essential. A number of operational “damage-oriented” approaches are
frequently used, for instance in ExternE (1995, 1997), Eco-Indicator (Goedkoop and
Spriensma 2000) and EPS (Steen and Ryding 1992; Steen 1999), and EDIP2000 (Hauschild
& Potting, 2001).
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Stressor Damage

LCI profile LCIA profile

Safe-
guardsCategory endpoints

Figure 3:6 Principal overview of the relationships between stressor and the damage defined as category
endpoints in a damage-oriented approach.3 The dotted line indicates dependencies between
different category endpoints, which are not accounted for, e.g., synergistic effects.

An alternative method to improve the environmental relevance in the LCIA step, which does
not include a value choice-based damage approach, can be achieved by an EQO
normalisation. EQO includes estimations, which preferably should be based on scientific
common knowledge, which is why the EQO will then be of a normative character. These
kinds of normative decisions may also include elements from social and political sciences.
EQO indicate environmentally acceptable conditions that can be regarded as ecologically
sustainable, defined by a critical load function. Environmental critical loads based on best
available techniques or best possible techniques are not considered here to be relevant to
EQO, since the environmental impact relevance is not accounted for.

In order to apply the EQO approach in the LCIA, it is necessary that the critical load is
expressed as a mass flow rather than a recipient concentration, etc. Such EQO are put forward
in a holistic way in the so-called Swedish environmental quality goals (Swedish Government
2001). Other approaches such as the EU’s ceiling directive (EU 2001a) is a mixture of EQO
and political emission targets, and does not cover all impact categories. A comprehensive
record of all kinds of EQO (also called Sustainable Reference Value) and emission targets can
be found in the EEA-STAR database (EEA 2002). Also the German UBA valuation method
facilitates a mixture of EQO (critical load) and political emission targets per impact category
as part of the assessment method (Schmitz and Paulini 1999).

The question of who has the permission to contribute to this environmental impact is an
additional issue related to the EQO normalisation approach. This is a matter constantly on the
political agenda. Therefore, different international agreements result in a quota system where
the acceptable amount per contributor is restricted on a national level. However, it will still be
a normative decision in the LCIA to decide, for instance, if the acceptable annual emissions
contribution to climate change should be normalised per global individual citizen, or if
national or regional politically acceptable quota should be applied (as according to the Kyoto
protocol, etc.). Because of this specific issue, LCIA always includes some socio-economic
elements, direct or indirect (as in a normalisation).
                                                
3 It is here assumed that the LCIA-profile does not include any value choices.
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When EQO are put into operation in the LCIA, it was found here to be appropriate to include
the precautionary principle within the normalisation step in order to streamline the result. The
precautionary principle is based on the fact that the system’s vulnerability is to a great extent
determined by its weakest part. In this respect, acidification is determined by the safeguard
ecological health and not human health, etc. A normalisation based on EQO would then
facilitate the determination of the contribution to the safeguards, as illustrated in 3:7 (i.e., the
single line from each impact category to a safeguard). In a damage-oriented approach, in
contrast, it is required that each individual contribution from an impact category (potentially)
affecting all safe guards is accounted for via a number of category endpoints, as illustrated in
Figure 3:6.

Stressor

LCI profile LCIA profile

Safeguards

Potential environmental causalities, included
in the LCIA normalisation

Environmental causalities,
considered for  in the EQO

Damage

Category endpointsEQO

Figure 3:7 A normalisation based on environmental quality objective, including the precautionary principle,
will streamline the LCIA profile without including weighting elements. Damages are indirectly
accounted for via EQO (dotted lines).

A normalisation based on EQO forms a scenario where a number of acceptable environmental
category endpoint conditions are safe, acceptable or tolerable on a scientific basis. The
collection of all EQO together describes future sustainable environmental conditions where
the safeguards are protected. This implies that the category endpoint’s contribution to a
safeguard must be met if an ecologically sustainable society in its turn shall be realised. In this
respect, the normalised impact categories contribute equally to the safeguard. In contrast, in a
damage-oriented approach, it would be necessary to phase the ranking of all the different
effects included against each other, and this therefore includes elements of value choices.

3.4.3 EQO and critical load function in practice

A damage-oriented approach has to consider current background conditions and, from that
perspective, predict the effect of an additional environmental load. For long-lived products,
the background conditions vary. This has to be considered if a relevant outcome from the
LCIA is to be achieved. In the normalisation approach suggested here, it would not be suitable
to use current background conditions in a characterisation model, since it could cause
misleading information (see example below). Instead, the future (ultimate) sustainable
background conditions are used to obtain the characterisation factors in order to maintain a
stringent methodology. The ecologically acceptable sustainable environmental load then has
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to be defined for each category endpoint, i.e., the critical load. Since EQO are used, the
critical loads defined also constitute the normalisation references for the safeguards.

The definition of the EQO and critical load is by no means given once and forever. In its
original definition, it includes possibilities for improvements due to additional scientific
knowledge. Acidification can be used as an example. The initial concept of critical loads
(Nilsson and Grennfelt 1988, Grennfelt and Thörnelöf 1992) was developed about 15 years
ago when the critical load was exceeded across large parts of Europe. An EQO related to the
critical load concept was derived with emphasis on the protection of forestry ecosystems.
Nowadays, the areas of land where this critical load is exceeded are much smaller. In this new
situation, an improved critical load concept could be argued, taking into account a broader
perspective in the EQO including such aspects as the dynamics of recovery and influence of
various land use protection methods (Grennfelt et al. 2001).

Another interesting outcome from the normalisation approach is photochemical ozone
formation, where different characterisation factors can be found based on the current
background situation (Altenstedt and Pleijel 2000). In a situation where background VOC
concentrations are high, an extra emission of NOx (acting as a catalyst) would reduce the
ozone load. This situation would be described in an LCIA as “positive” emission concerning
photochemical ozone. In an LCA, this is visible by a negative characterisation factor for NOx.
However, in the suggested normalisation approach, the characterisation model is applied to a
sustainable future background condition. In this case, a low NOx and VOC background
condition is taken as a reference for the critical load. This then affects the characterisation
factors of the NOx and VOC emissions such that under these conditions both will be regarded
as “negative” loads.

Parallels could be drawn with a normalisation based on EQO by using the back-casting
technique. In this case, the LCIA will give a result based on a scenario where the
environmental critical loads are not exceeded.
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Figure 3:8 The relation between environmental load and potential or defined effect described by damage
functions. In the figure, the critical load is indicated, which states the reference value for the
normalisation and critical load function.
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With a damage approach in mind, one could argue:

If the analysis of the emitted substance concludes that no environmental critical load
will be exceeded in reality, the substance will not contribute to any environmental
impact in the LCIA profile.

If a damage-oriented approach is used, the “damage function” that is indicated in Figure 3:8
would be a relevant working area concerning the environmental effect. When running a
damage-oriented approach, an extra environmental load, for example that contributes to a
concentration beneath a threshold, should consequently not contribute to the environmental
impact and the LCIA-profile. This is shown in Figure 3:8 as the ‘potential effect’. When this
situation occurs, the risk minimisation approach will still be relevant. In this case, the
normalisation procedure suggested here could be utilised in parallel.

LCA was originally developed as a risk minimisation tool because it is a relative approach-
based tool (ISO 14042). In reality, environmental loads beneath the critical load cause a
potential effect for some substances, e.g., particle and ionising radiation (radon). Even if an
emitted substance can be proved to have no effect beneath a threshold, this emission can be
regarded as a contribution to a concentration that may exceed the threshold in the future. A
normative decision can support a decision where all emissions that potentially or actually
contribute to an exceedance of a threshold should be considered as of the environmental
burden. This justifies linearity between the threshold and the origin, see Figure 3:8, here the
linearity being referred to as a critical load function. This can be likened to the common sink
problem, where the 11th litre of water causes the sink having a capacity of 10 l to overflow.
The question is whether it is only the last litre that is responsible for the overflow. If LCA
operates in the potential effect area that is indicated in Figure 3:8 or just above the critical
load, it is suggested here that all 11 l would carry the same burden for causing the sink to
overflow. This would at least be correct when the normalisation based on EQO is applied.

3.4.4 Specifications for the EQO normalisation method

The EPR impact indicators follow the ISO 14042 standard (2000a). The impact categories
climate change, eutrophication, acidification, stratospheric ozone depletion, photochemical
ozone creation, human and ecological toxicity were agreed upon within the project group.
However, no generally accepted characterisation methods for resource consumption are
available. It is likewise noticed that the fact is that resource consumption is poorly handled in
the Swedish environmental quality goals. Characterisation factors applicable for human and
ecological toxicity exist, but since the underlying life cycle inventory data are weak
concerning such emissions, no such figures are included in the resulting EPRs and in the
classification system. Explorative impact is still part of the methodology development of LCA
and for this reason not included. Other state indicators relevant to evaluation of indoor air and
drinking water quality are not attainable in the context of LCA. For this reason, these
environmental issues are included in the system as property EPRs. These Property EPRs are
not publicised here but can be found in Erlandsson and Carlson (2003).

The EQO normalisation method is based on the possibility of defining a normalisation factor,
which constitutes a yearly impact permit per impact category and person, where the EQO is
protected, as specified in equation (1).

sindividual
I

nf EQO
i = (1)

where
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nfi is the normalisation factor for a specific impact category i [impact equivalents/Pe]

IEQO is the yearly critical impact that can be permitted and related to a spatial system and
where the environmental quality is protected [impact equivalents]

Individuals is the number of persons that are part of the spatial system and contribute to the
critical load [Pe].

It is then possible to present the result in a common unit, namely a so-called person
equivalent [Pe] according to equation (2).
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jj

i nf

Chm

Inorm
∑
=

⋅

= 1 (2)

where

Inormi is the normalised potential environmental impact of the impact category i [Pe]

Ieqi is the contribution of potential environmental impact to impact category i [impact
equivalent]

m is the emission of a substance j [g]

Chj is the characterisation factor of a specific substance j, which describes its
contribution to a specific impact category i [impact equivalent/g]

n is the number of emitted substances included.

The included impact categories and normalisation characteristics applied are specified in
Table 3:4. Applied characterisation factors are found in Erlandsson (2003c).
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Table 3:4 Characteristics used in order to establish the normalisation factor (Erlandsson 2003c, 2003e).

Impact category Category
indicator
[equivalents]

Type of characterisation
model

Basis for normalisation,
critical load

Climate change CO2 Momentary change of radiation
balance of an emitted substance by
constant boundary settings and
integrated over 100 years.

EU, and the long term emission goal
that is equal to a concentration of 550
ppm CO2-equiv. Note that this
corresponding normalisation flow
will still lead to a climate change.

Eutrophication NO3
 Inherent property of oxygen demand

by using the Redfield molar ratio of
106:16:1 (C:N:P), with no spatial or
temporal resolution.

SE, accepted emissions where both
human health and ecosystems are
protected.

Acidification SO2 Inherent property by stoichiometric
formation of H+, with no spatial or
temporal resolution.

SE, accepted emissions where both
human health and ecosystems are
protected.

Stratospheric ozone
depletion

CFC-11 The amount of stratospheric ozone
destroyed by a specific emitted gas
over the entire atmospheric lifetime
at a steady state in relation to CFC-
11.

SE, accepted emissions due to
leaching from current installed
equipment.

Photochemical ozone
creation

ppb h km2 The method to calculate the average
ozone load in ppb·h·km2 / kg (NOx
and VOC) emitted,, based on
calculations of the amount of ozone
produced along trajectories that
follows four days after a local
emission source. 

SE, accepted emissions where both
human health and ecosystems are
protected.

Human toxicity kg 1,4-dichloro-benzene Estimation of a predicted
environmental concentration (PEC)
based on a nestled multimedia model
with settings valid for EU and
evaluated with a predicted no effect
concentration (PNEC) in the impact
media.

EU, based on an acceptable emission
of only benzene, which is based on
WHO’s air quality guideline with an
additional lifetime cancer risk of
10-5. Note that the normalisation
procedure implies a conservative
evaluation, since this is based on an
acceptable emission of only one
substance. All emissions sources,
therefore, contribute to this
substance-specific critical load.

Ecological toxicity kg 1,4-dichloro-benzene Estimation of a predicted
environmental concentration (PEC),
based on a nestled multimedia model
with settings valid for EU and
evaluated with a predicted no effect
concentration (PNEC) in the impact
media.

EU, based on the maximum
acceptable emission of each emitted
substance where the risk
characterisation ratio is not exceeded
in any receiving environment
PEC/PNEC≤1.
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4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This part of the dissertation illustrates the potential hierarchy of
sustainable indicators found in the system framework. The
overall indicators cover the feasibility to assess if an
individual’s lifestyle and related consumption is sustainable.
The consumption is based on our demand, divided into Life-
Supporting Services (LSSs). The evaluation of sustainability is
possible, since it is founded upon a real-vision, where the
included Environmental Quality Objective (EQO) are protected,
at the same time as the LSSs are met. Besides the ecological
issue, the real-vision must also fulfil the bottom line, defined as
performance requirements covering the other sustainable issues.
Next, an elaborative case study according to the system
framework is performed for the LSS living.

4.1 SURVEY OF SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
The system SCE framework and its applied impact EPR compose an extension of the ISO
14040 family framework. The extended elements of the ISO 14040-43 are indicated in Figure
4:1.

Sustainable real-vision

Generic pre-defined
decisions

Scenario evaluation

Ecologically sustainable
critical load

Environmental 
 inventory

Consumption
analysis

LSS market inventory

Other performance
issues

Ethically & social
acceptable

Economically &
technically realistic

Scenario performance
requirements

Case by case decision

Goal and scope definition

Generic procedure

Candidate scenario

Scenario development

Life cycle interpretation

Environmental performance requirements (EPR)
Key to figure:
Framework processes step
Sub-processes
Working procedure

Performance
checkpoint
yes

no?

Figure 4:1 The system framework layout to achieve EPRs, where the subject of sustainable is handled by the
scenario performance checkpoint, in order to verify however the analysed scenario meets
conditions that are estimated as ecologically sustainable, economically as well as technically
realistic, and socially acceptable.
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Besides aspects traditionally concerned in the goal and scope definition in an LCA, it is
noticed that the process steps in Scenario development can be divided into three general
levels, see Figure 4:1. These three Scenario development steps are inherently possible to
standardise by different means, as specified below and related to ‘Case by case decision’,
‘Generic procedure’ and ‘Generic pre-defined decisions’ (see Figure 4:1). The goal and scope
definitions related to market inventory are typical questions that depend on the specific case
study context and its intentions, which is why it is obvious that this step only can be decided
by case specific knowledge. The Scenario evaluation step follows a generic procedure
standard. Within the Scenario evaluation it can be observed that the Scenario performance
requirements will be stronger in their applications and for decision support, provided these
aspects included in the sub-process step are established on common generic pre-defined
normative decision support. Such work follows the same intention as consensus work
performed by, e.g., the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the World
Business Council (WBC) and LC-initiative (UNEP 2003a).

The Scenario developing is divided into three sub-steps, where the LSS market inventory and
Scenario performance requirement steps provide the Scenario evaluation step with the
desirable information. The two LSS market inventory steps Consumption analysis and
Environmental inventory is what in LCA is equal to the LCI. However, the inventory profile
from a common LCI is, according to the system framework, transformed to an environmental
profile – utilising the EQO normalisation method – so that it can be used for the desirable
environmental assessment. The environmental profile i.e. the Ecological sustainable critical
load and the two other supplementary sustainable Scenario performance requirements
together form the performance checkpoint of the candidate scenario. Therefore, it can be
observed that both ISO 14041 and ISO 14042 are relevant to the LSS market inventory, but
ISO 14042 is also relevant in order to establish the Scenario performance requirements
covered by the sub-process Ecologically sustainable critical load. Compared to how
Ecologically sustainable critical load can be handled analytic by ISO 14042, no such
elaborated performance requirements indicator are today realistic to be found for the
economical and social aspects. Therefore, based on the current knowledge, more rudimentary
indicators will be the most reasonable applicable indicators to define the scenario bottom-line
boundary performance conditions concerning the economical and social aspects. The Scenario
evaluation with the performance checkpoint and real-vision is the heart of the system
framework and has no restrictions to the ISO 14040 family at all.

The Life cycle interpretation step in the framework follows the ISO 14043 in all its relevant
parts. It should, however, be noticed that here the scope of the life cycle interpretation step
(i.e., beyond the aim of 14043) is to make it optional to apply value-based impact assessment
methods in the Life cycle interpretation step. This option enables to run the system using all
kinds of impact assessment methods, within the limits of the goal and scope definition of the
performed study as well as the remarks given in ISO 14042 concerning requirements for
public communication.

The final aimed output from the system is the EPR and its applications, as with any other
performance requirements in traditional applications. Besides this, the EPR can be utilised in
communication of applications such as declarations, classification system, benchmarking and
for monitoring. The utilisation of EPR as a basis for a classification system is probably the
most interesting approach, since this will be a much better decision support than an LCA-
based (i.e., typically cradle to gate) environmental declaration (i.e., type III according to ISO
definition). An EPR utilised in a classification system as defined by this framework includes a
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full LCA (covering the entire life cycle) and gives a reference value of the environmental
performance that, as such, is not common in environmental declarations of type III.

4.2 OUR LIFESTYLE AND SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION
The SCE system is created around an individual perspective, which makes it possible to
illustrate and communicate all environmental impact and consequences of a changed lifestyle
and the related consumption in a perspective that should be understood by anybody. The
individual perspective is also the link between the sustainable consumption and individual
impact permits, and enables to assess if a lifestyle would be sustainable or not, based on
benchmarking to the EPR environmental class A -Sustainable. The assessment can
subsequently be divided into the holistic LSS, see Figure 4:2. If impact permits can be
established for a single LSS, via for instance public consensus work, it is then possible to talk
about and evaluate how the LSS meets the EPR that fulfils a sustainable consumption. Next, it
is also possible to define generic product groups or services related to each LSS. In the
ongoing European Community work on an Integrated Product Policy (IPP) it is strategic to
identify these major product groups and services (COM 2001, 2003a). In the hierarchy
illustrated in Figure 4:2 the aimed tool, here called Strategically Ecological Assessment, will
fulfil the need of focusing on a general product and service level. Such a tool is not developed
on the market (COM 2003b), but should definitely, among others, be a sharp tool for NGO
and other authorities in order to make priorities, focusing on the origin of current impact and
where the major improvements can be made.

An
individuals

yearly consumption

Sustainable
consumption

An individuals yearly
consumption divided into LSS

Strategic
Ecological
Assessment

The LSSs generic product
groups and services

Producer specific products and services

Cleaner production/
Industrial ecology/
Env. Impact Assessment

Facilitated processes

Product LCA, DfE
including env.
labelling

EC POLICY TOOLS

IPPC

IPP

EVALUATION CONCEPTS

SCE

Figure 4:2 Basis five-step-hierarchical indicator pyramid covering the EC work on an IPP directive and the
IPPC directive, assisted by a section of different evaluation concepts.

The established product groups or services constitute a common representation of producer
specific products and services, which are the products, etc. that the consumer select and
consume. On this level, we find the use of product-related tools like LCA and environmental
declaration of type III, but also type II (self-declared statements) and environmental labelling
of type I (on/off labelling systems). The final step in the five-step-hierarchical indicator
pyramid (Figure 4:2) is the facilitated processes that deliver the products or services. These
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processes are typically represented by production plants, waste treatment sites, etc. In this
respect, concepts known as Cleaner Production, Industrial Ecology or Environmental Impact
Assessment are utilised in order to assess and improve the environmental performance.

As indicated in the pyramid of Figure 4:2, it is possible to define five significant hierarchical
indicators which would make it possible – from an EC political policy perspective – to assess
and monitor the sustainability development in a product (i.e., IPP) or plant (i.e., IPPC)
perspective. It is also illustrated in the figure that the IPP approach and the SCE system
framework share the same interest of a knowledge-based decision support. The three superior
indicators in Figure 4:2 follow the functional unit hierarchy found in Figure 3:5, while the
fourth level of indicators is defined by the product groups and activities (here referred to as
inventory units) following the concept of Table 3:3.

The current environmental performance, for an average Swede, is calculated (see Figure 4:3)
using statistical information about the consumption of LSS generic product groups and
services combined with generic LCI figures, e.g., following the basic concept outlined here.
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Photochemical
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Figure 4:3 The current yearly environmental impact from a Swede divided in the five generic LSSs
(Erlandsson 2003d, paper VI). An ecologically sustainable life style would generate a value below
1000 mPe (1 Pe) for each impact category (Erlandsson 2003c).

The calculations illustrated in Figure 4:3 follow the same methodology and EQO
normalisation method utilised in the system framework. The general result is that the average
consumption cannot be regarded as sustainable. It should be noted that enough data was not
available to analyse the environmental impact origin from the LSS Pleasure and Leisure.
Nevertheless, the analysis points out that the consumption related to food supply is the major
contribution to eutrophication. Eutrophication is also that impact category that is farthest
away from an ecological acceptable level. Communication significantly contributes to the
impact category climate change and photochemical ozone. Living has a significant
contribution to all impact categories without ever being the dominant source in any impact
category, while the contribution from social services is almost uninteresting. It is therefore
possible to perform an in-depth analysis in order to point out which of the products and
services that contribute to the environmental impact.
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4.3 CHOICE OF THE LCI SYSTEM PERSPECTIVE DEPENDENT UPON THE
AIMED APPLICATION

The choice of the system perspective approach is one of the most significant methodology
choices in a LCA, see, e.g., Frischknecht (1997); Pesons et al. (2000), Azapagic & Clift
(2000). A correct system perspective choice has to be done dependent on the goal of the
study. An LCA can be conducted to model either of the following two system approaches:

1) The marginal environmental LCI for a product system is defined by the environmental
burden of the margin market technology. The margin environmental performance only
reflects the consequences from the defined working point (market situation) and exists
only if a free market is valid for the margin technology.

2) The absolute4 environmental LCI for a product system represents a product that is part
of a holistic system where the environmental burden for all products together describes
the actual global apparent environmental impact (reference to paragraph 6.5.3 in ISO
14041 (1998).

For background LCI data applied in the EPR, the absolute system perspective is utilised in the
SCE system framework with no exceptions. However, in the SCE systems, the EPRs are
utilised for two different purposes, which will affect the system perspective concerning
foreground LCI data. The two main applications are 1) classification and 2) verification of the
real-vision in terms of ecological sustainability, whose characteristics are described below:

1) A classification system is a time-limited status indicator and is introduced to stimulate
improvement. Since the time-limited classification system aims to analyse consequences from
the current situation, the marginal effect within the existing infrastructure is the correct
choice. For, e.g., an analysed building heating system, a margin market could exist from
different district heat suppliers. The problem, however, is that for the analysed building, at
any time, a choice to select a specific supplier must exist and this is, in most cases, not
possible for district heating. If a margin technology market appears and a free market is valid,
the specific margin technology should be used for calculations in a classification system.
Based on the aim, a relevant time perspective should be decided upon when a margin
approach is applied. Since the aimed classification is supposed to be frequently updated, the
short time horizon is found relevant. A further practical example: electricity from the Swedish
grid is part of the Scandinavian system called NordPool. In the NordPool grid, a free market
is proved to be achieved (STEM 2002). It is also estimated that coal-based power is the
marginal technology in the short time horizon (STEM 2002).

2) The verification step of the real-vision is a holistic scale analysis applied, for example, in a
country of the candidate scenario, where the current candidate scenario and its EPR and the
consequences are benchmarked in accordance with the applied impact permits. Impact
permits for evaluation are based on EQO to reach an adequate environmental relevance.
When the SCE system is used for such a benchmarking, which includes monitoring in relation
to environmental targets and EQO, an inventory method that reflects the absolute impact is
the correct choice. This implies that the real-vision and the candidate scenario by definition
also facilitate the absolute system perspective. It follows that only an LCA methodology

                                                
4 Absolute refers to the fact that all environmental impact is charged completely and unconditional on the
products that rise in a process step. 
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based on an absolute system perspective could address an adequate evaluation and monitoring
applicable to the EQO in this context.

4.4 SPECIFICATIONS VALID FOR THE LSS LIVING
Specifications to the general methodology are made for the LSS Living and are presented
below. It should be remembered that these specifications are made in order to reach a market-
based acceptance. Discussions are also given to penetrate some significant problem areas and
alternative solutions. The methodological specifications are results of a public consideration
that also includes representation from the non-governmental organisations Bygga/Bo and
BYKR, as well as representation from the Swedish Ministry of the Environment. The
methodological choices given below reflect the comments received from the public remittance
process during the period from November to December 2002.

4.4.1 LSS Living and its system parts

The LSS Living covers the activities that take place within the households in residential
buildings. By extension, the definition of the LSS Living is made under the presumption that
only aspects related to the building design should be included. In other words, the LSS Living
reflects such choices that are dependent on the consequences of the living standard and user
behaviour, taking place in the households in residential building. In practice, this definition
means, for instance, that location aspects are not accounted for in LSS Living. Instead
transportation to and from work is accounted for in the LSS Communication. This system
border corresponds to the matter that the first choice is the living area and the second is a
selection of a residence. Moving to an alternative residence within the same neighbourhood is
always a realistic option. The choice of living area depends, in turn, on other aspects.

Each LSS in general can be divided into different parts. An underlying aim is to, if possible,
define the system parts that make it possible to separate the impact from the user behaviour
and activities more related to impact from the facilitated products themselves. The system
parts defined here and applied in LSS Living are set forth in Table 4:1.
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Table 4:1 System parts applied in the LSS Living.

System part Definition

Building construction The building including the indoor environment, i.e., the physical
building and the space within the building envelope. This also
includes materials in the building service systems specified
below and auxiliary materials for operation and maintenance.
The definition of building construction within the building
envelope accounts for the bottom floor structure but excludes
the foundation and facilities of the estate.

Heating, ventilation, air
conditioning (HVAC)

Energy consumption for a given purpose, e.g., district heat, oil,
electricity.

Water supply Water supply to the building and the users’ activities, including
heating of domestic hot water.

Other operation-related media
supply

Building-related media supply referring to the users' activities.
This mainly covers the use of domestic electricity and gas.

Wastewater systems Wastewater treatment from the building until the water meets a
natural recipient, i.e., in most cases after a wastewater treatment
plant.

Operation waste Waste from the users' activities.

The system parts are assessed by means of a life cycle approach, investigating the utilised
resources from “cradle to grave”. This is an important aspect in defining an equal scope of the
inventory. Nevertheless, this can hypothetically be disputed as an allocation problem between
the underlying system parts: Take as an example the case of a local heat pump being installed
in a building. This will increase the environmental impact from the system part Building
construction, but reduce the system part Heating, cooling, and ventilation. An alternative is
that a heat pump is installed in a district heating plant. The environmental impact from this
heat pump will then be accounted for in the environmental backpack of the heat delivered
from the plant to the building. In that respect, the only possible complete assessment will be
to regard the building as one system. Based on a debate related to the market implementation
of the SCE system, this aspect is suggested to be handled as follows: either the EPR for
Living can be fulfilled by each subsystem or, when appropriate, regarded as one system,
wherein the EPRs of all parts are added to one common LSS figure. However, this difference
has to be specified in relation to the application of the EPRs. The common approach, asked
for by a developer, is to put forward EPRs on a subsystem level. This is also how this aspect
will be treated here. Concerning Property EPR, they will specifically support system parts that
can be specified and improved as subsystems. This allocation and boundary setting problem,
therefore, only occurs for Supply and Impact EPRs, since they both account for a life cycle
approach.

This problem should also be borne in mind in a holistic energy classification system for
buildings, in order to avoid sub-optimisations at the building level, without taking the
facilitated energy system into account. This matter is relevant to, among others, the European
directive on the energy performance of buildings (EC 2001b).
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4.4.2 The building inventory divided into product groups and activities

In practice, the utilised LCI data differ from practitioner to practitioner and therefore create
various data gaps. The services included in Table 4:2 cover the main activities that are found
necessary for verification, based on general LCI practice. For instance, in general terms,
household cleaning is often a neglected part of the LCI and will be so, at least in the near
future, mainly due to the lack of adequate data (Paulsen 2001). The cross-reference Table 4:2
also contains the product groups that are relevant to the Swedish market.

Table 4:2 Cross reference table showing the defined product groups and activities divided in the life
cycle phases, and reported documentation of the scope of the performed LCI calculations (a
ticked box indicate the inclusion of the LCI)

Production Service life End of life
Product groups
and services

 Ventilation products  External building
maintenance

 Demolition

 Heat, water and sanitary
products

 Internal building
maintenance

 Electrical equipment  Building operation and
service

 Building material, etc  Cleaning
 Construction activities

By-products  By-product treatment  By-product treatment  By-product treatment
 Waste treatment  Waste treatment  Waste treatment

Other  The inventory follows the mandatory LCI rule that no credits or charges are included on
recycled materials (without optionally handled in the interpretation step).

Table 4:2 corresponds to the general recommended data documentation specified in Table 3:3.
Since it is common to include credits or charges on recycled material, it is found convenient
to also add information on the applied methodology in Table 4:2 to this matter, in order to
avoid misunderstanding. The waste treatment step represents landfill, incineration or final
treatment solutions (e.g., relevant to nuclear waste or heavy metals). Waste treatment steps
were not included in the LCI, since no common and generally applicable methodology and
data was found, even though partly existing.

4.4.3 Functional units and building service life

In respect to LCA methodology, each system part must be supplied with a functional unit, so
that the system parts altogether generate a multi-functional LCA. However, the traditional
LCA functional units are in most cases only applicable as reference values for comparison
and do not reveal the actual property of the functional output from each system part. For this
reason, a specified functional unit, minimum functional performance, is introduced. Current
experience is that minimum functional performance is only needed for system parts like
products and products-service systems and not system parts that represents a media flow
supply, see Table 4:4. The applied functional reference units are given in Table 4:3.
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Table 4:3 Applied functional reference units for the different system parts valid for the LSS
Living.

System part Reference value

Building construction Per m2 BRA and year. “BRA” is the common abbreviation for
the building living area in Sweden (defined in the Swedish
standard SS 021052). Since the reference value is given per
year, a pre-set life span is introduced and given in Table 3.

Heating, ventilation, air
conditioning 

Per m2 BRA and year

Water supply Per user and year

Other operation-related media
supply

Per m2 BRA and year

Wastewater systems* Per user and year

Operation waste* Per user and year
* Not included in the current case study because no established environmental goals were found concerning these aspects.

Besides the functional reference value, there are insistent demands to specify a minimum
functional performance for the significant system parts as specified in Table 4:4. Beyond
these user-declared performance requirements, it is optional to specify and evaluate other
user-declared performance requirements. Such user-declared performance requirements can
easily be implemented into the design process and become part of the current EPR evaluation
schemes.

Table 4:4 Minimum functional performance required for the system parts Building
construction, and Heating, cooling and ventilation.

System part Parameter Single-family
houses

Multi-family
dwellings

Building construction Average thermal transmittance,
Um [W/m2K]

0,23 0,28

Air leakage1) 0,8 0,8

Heating, ventilation, air
conditioning 

Indoor temperature, °C 20,9 22,2

Ventilation2),

[l/m2s]

[l/s]

0,35

43

0,35

28
1) Air leakage is measured at a pressure difference of 50 Pa and follows the Swedish building regulations for new buildings (Boverket

1998).
2) The figures follow the Swedish building regulations for new buildings (Boverket 1998).
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The environmental impact from the construction investment in a new building, rebuilding and
new additions, will have to be annualised, based on a time span that can represent the initial
utilisation purpose of the building. In other words, the temporary environmental impact from
the construction of the building will be distributed over a reasonably intended lifetime, so a
yearly impact can be determined. This means that the lifetime figures in Table 4:5 shall not be
regarded as a prediction of the actual service life, after which a demolition of the building is
supposed to occur. Instead, a pre-established procedure including a reasonable service life is
introduced to allocate the environmental investment cost to its initial purpose, without moving
the environmental burden to a second user that maybe not exists. Consequently, existing
buildings can regard the old construction as a sunk cost, provided the rebuilding implies a
new purpose, or significantly improvements of the building performance irrespective of the
life span figures given in Table 4:5.

Table 4:5 Pre-set initial service life figures for recalculation of the impact related to
Building construction to a yearly reference value.

Type Service life [years]

Single-family houses 75

Multi-family dwellings 70

4.4.4 Margin technology

In practice, it is not always that easy to define the correct product on a margin technology
market. In order to find the margin technology and to avoid its misuse, it was found
convenient to pre-establish definitions concerning the current existing margin technologies.

The classification system is aimed at short time horizon margin technology, which means that
it is operated within the existing infrastructure. An excellent general guidance to define a
margin technology is elaborated by Weidema et al. (1999). This guidance is complemented
with a demand that a functional market must be the case; otherwise an economically rational
choice is not possible. The pre-established definitions based on this general guidance and the
condition about a free functional market, and comments concerning the LSS living are found
in Table 4:6.
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Table 4:6 Pre-established guidance on margin technology for the found margin markets.

Building facilitate Geographical
dependence

Guidance on the market technology

Heat – alternative A:

”One supplier”

local No physical alternative exists since only one
supplier is available. This implies that no
margin market exists. In this case, the yearly
average figures representing the current energy
mix will be applied.

Heat – alternative B:

”More than one
supplier”

local A margin market appears for those buildings
being connected to a heat delivering system
that hosts more than one heat supplier,
provided that no restrictions of competence
exist. In these cases, fossil oil can be assumed
as the margin technology, assuming oil is
utilised as fuel in the specific plant. If this is
not the case, a specific investigation must be
performed. In general, specific corrections
have to be made in order to reflect the current
cleaning technology, efficiency, etc. that is
relevant to the specific supplier.

Electricity from the
grid

North European
interlinked network

Sweden is part of the NothPool grid. In this
grid it is found that coal-based energy with an
efficiency of about 40 % is the margin
technology (STEM 2002).

4.4.5 Outline of a flexible structure to cover different building-related applications

LCA for buildings is often performed as a linear building lifetime including life cycle phases
such as production, service life (including maintenance), and ending with an ‘end of life
scenario’ including demolition and waste treatment phases. In reality, this kind of linear
thinking is not valid for most buildings and will not be applicable to rebuilding in particular,
since this life-cycle phase will automatically be excluded.
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Production Service life End of life

-Ventilation prod.
-HVAC prod.
-Building mat.
-El. equipment
-Constr. act.

- Internal and
External building
maintenance
-Building O&S
-Cleaning

-Demolition
-By-product
treatment
-Waste treatment

-Historical impact
from possible
existing building
construction

The building lifetime
Life cycle approach

Product groups and services

-By-product treatment
-Waste treatment

-Historical impact
from possible
existing building
construction

- Future impact
from possible
rebuilding or
addition of the
building construct.

By-products

- Future impact
from possible
rebuilding or
addition of the
building construct.

Figure 4:4 The building lifetime divided in three generic life cycle phases with the possibility to add historical
or future aspects of the building construction.

Therefore, in the LCA methodology of the LSS Living, the concept of a sequential life cycle
is introduced (paper IV), since the living service more or less is compared to a continuous
process, see Figure 4:4. The basis behind the sequential life cycle approach is that the
different life cycle phases should be treated separately in the LCI but, depending on the actual
aim of the analysis, it is subsequently possible to add up different required combinations.
These combinations of life cycle phases will correspond to the particular purpose of the study,
see Table 4:7.

Table 4:7 The defined set of life cycle phases that match different analysis purposes, which is addressed as
different applications types. A grey field in the table indicates the inclusion of the life cycle phase
in the LCI.

Application
type:

Existing
building
construction

Production Service life End of life Future
rebuilding or
addition of a
building part

Complete
building life
cycle
Environmental
classification:
existing building
Environmental
classification:
new production
Real-vision:
generic life cycle
approach
Cradle to finish
construction
environmental
declaration of
type III
Status
description
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In theory, if a complete building life cycle of a building should be accounted for as a plain
product, it would lead to enormous uncertainties. The uncertainties are related to both data
gaps covering historical aspects as well as a knowledge gap of what, in fact, will happen in
the future. In practice, this inventory scope will not be applicable. Instead, different
established pre-defined scenarios would be appropriate, typically represented by a building
lifetime (Erlandsson & Lundblad 1995).

The classification system is aimed for benchmarking. In this case, the classification system is
a common basis for an equalised comparison. In this case, a pre-defined linear building
lifetime is found adequate, which then also includes historical environmental data of the
existing building. In the application of a classification system, it could always be argued that
the service life for the theoretical linear life-cycle always should be presented to illustrate
what-happens-if this scenario would be valid, which also includes the fact that the existing
building should be built again!

However, for the real-vision generic life cycle approach, the all-additional environmental
impact that is related to the different scenario alternatives is the correct scope. Moreover, this
is the reason why historical environmental impact must be regarded as a sunk cost. On the
other hand, all impact related to future activities will be accounted for. This scope supports
those alternatives that can utilise the current infrastructure, especially if the final performance
of the building should the same (paper II). The real-vision is applicable for both new as well
as existing buildings. This is possible based on the common approach, including the definition
of the LSS living service start and end points that has to be defined, as described below
(paper II):

“The service life cycle will start to account for all activities that have to be performed so
that all materials in necessary amounts and qualities shall be available as required for
the specified service. The service will then account for all activities related to the
predicted service life”

A Cradle to finish construction environmental declaration of type III for buildings covers the LCI
for the production steps including upstream activities (see, e.g., Erlandsson 1996, Erlandsson
2000, Haggarsson et al. 1999). The environmental declaration is provided by the building
contractor, because of which it is understandable that the impact from the service life is
excluded in the declaration, since the contractor is not direct responsible for or can not control
all of this future impact. Nevertheless, in practice, besides an inventory or an environmental
profile of the specific building, complementary information covering relevant aspects of the
service life and end of life are to, a great extent, reported as well. However, for instance the
particular supplied energy system makes it hard to require accounting of downstream
activities in environmental declarations.

A status description will cover the building’s current impact, which includes the imperative
maintenance so the aimed functionality of the building remains. A status description that only
accounts for energy related flows would constitute an environmental declaration. However, in
order to get the full picture, the periodic operation and service will be accounted for if all
building-related system parts are considered in the LCI.

Note that the application types: complete building life cycle; typical environmental
declaration of type III; and status description, are not part of the SCE system, but can easily
be calculated within the same system methodology.
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4.5 THE REAL-VISION ON THE LSS LIVING
The candidate scenario describes the LSS Living on a Swedish national scale. The candidate
scenario for Living is limited to those system parts that are included in the construction and
real estate sector’s environmental goals, that is: ‘Building construction’, ‘Heating’,
‘Ventilation’, ‘Air Conditioning (HVAC)’, ‘Water supply’ and ‘Other operation-related media
supplies’. The most comprehensive initial candidate scenario includes a description of the
current situation. From here, it is possible to suggest different candidate scenarios, which
finally have to meet the three sustainability Scenario performance requirements, and where
the environmental issue is evaluated analytically via the EQO. The environmental dimension
includes a spatial resolution applicable for Swedish conditions. This iterative performance
checkpoint procedure result in a real-vision, which on this basis then defines EPR
environmental class A – Sustainable for the system parts.

4.5.1 Background data for the candidate scenario definition

Current statistics relevant to living are not divided into the system parts defined here.
Furthermore, the energy-related statistics are restricted to delivered energy with a limited
resolution of its final utilisation, divided between different user categories and being impaired
by poor data quality. The aimed energy-related data correspond to the Property EPR, i.e.,
heating requirement, etc., that is recalculated to Supply EPR to take upstream processes into
account, and finally recalculated via LCA data to environmental impacts, i.e., Impact EPRs.

Relevant periodic statistical information on building material use is not available on the
market, as confirmed by The Ecocycle Council for the Building Sector (BYKR 2002).
Instead, the background market based on work by BYKR “The building sectors
environmental investigation” (Erlandsson 2001, BYKR 2001) is utilised. These data for
building material utilisation representative for the building are reported as environmental
impact according to the same EQO normalisation method applied here. The major
environmental improvements in this work are found to be on the energy use in addition to
changed energy sources. In simple terms, improved energy use is reached by an increased use
of building materials and facilities improvements of the functional performance of the
buildings. For this reason, no major potential environmental improvement will be relevant to
the aspect of building material use of living, when the impact in this context is given per area
and year. Therefore, the background data work, initiated by the BYKR covering the national
material flow from the building and real estate sector, is also used for the final candidate
scenario. Also for the candidate scenario, the efforts are put on energy use, as specified below.
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4.5.2 Current energy use

Here, the heat requirement is regarded as the primary input data source, rather than the
purchased energy for heating of buildings, as reported in the national official statistics from
the Swedish Statistical Bureau, SCB. Hereby, it is needed to estimate the heat requirement
from the delivered energy by so-called yearly average efficiency losses, see Table 4:8.

Table 4:8 Applied yearly average building-related efficiency losses for different heating
systems, based on Wahlström et al. (2001).

Type District heat Electric resistance
heating

Natural gas Oil Wood

Single-family houses 0,88 1,00 0,85 0,82 0,59

Multi-family dwellings 0,90 1,00 0,90 0,85 0,70

The yearly average efficiency loss accounts for the building’s internal losses, including losses
of the fuel calorific value, boiler and the temporal efficiency according to operation during the
seasons. According to this definition, electric resistance heating does not include any losses
within the system defined by the building. The fact that the electricity production and
distribution systems have energy losses in an extended context is however not to be neglected,
when a system perspective is added to the building property and boundary setting, i.e., which
is accounted for when the Impact EPRs are calculated. A system perspective for district
heating has also to account for additional losses from the local delivery system, the production
plant and the production of the energywares. This means that when the environmental impact
or the primary energy demand is estimated, a full life cycle approach is covered for the energy
supply. It should be noticed that the heat requirement is dependent on the building and its
facilities as well as the occupant’s lifestyle and operation of the building.

In order to account for different end-use purposes of the energy, the energy use is distributed
among the system parts. It is then necessary to introduce different underlying indicators
covering building related properties, as well as life style and occupant operations. These
figures are constituted so that they will be representative for the entire Swedish building
stock. More precise underlying figures for different building categories are used in order to
establish the figures given in Table 4:9.
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Table 4:9 Utilised average figures for establishing energy use distributed among different
system parts.

Issue Single-family houses Multi-family dwellings Reference

Occupants (Pe) per
dwelling, Pe/dwelling

3,2 1,6 STEM 2001

Heat from people, W 100 W/person 100 W/person Boverket 1995
Duration factor for
occupancy

0,6 0,6 Boverket 1995

Domestic Hot Water
(DHW), kWh

21 kWh*m3 HW/person 21 kWh *m3 HW/person Assumed

Transformation of DHW
for heating

20 % 20 % Boverket 1995

Domestic electricity, kWh 5500 kWh*dwelling 5500 kWh*dwelling NUTEK 1994
Transformation of domestic
electricity for heating

80 % 80 % Boverket 1995

Electricity for the building — 1286 kWh*dwelling Assumed
Transformation of
electricity for the building
for heating

— 0% Boverket 1995

Indoor temperature, °C 20,9 22,2 Notlén et al. 1993
Air leakage value 1,2 0,8 Assumed
Ventilation,
l/s
l/m2s

29
0,24

28
0,35

Notlén et al. 1993

The dwelling’s external
perimeter area, m2

405 136 Calculations based on
STEM 2001

Living area, m2 BRA/
dwelling

122 80 STEM 2001

Average thermal
transmittance, Um value*,
for the entire building
stock, W/m2K

0,43 0,50 Notlén et al. 1993

* Um includes heat contribution from solar radiation via windows.

Besides the settings described above, correction to the official statistics on delivered energy
was elaborated where inadequate figures existed. This correction concerned the reported use
of wood as fuel, since these figures are lower than for similar buildings that are heated only
by electricity. Therefore, the total wood utilised for heating is instead based on the
performance of similar buildings heated with only electricity. Delivered energy of wood for
heating was then calculated based on the yearly average efficiency losses from Table 4:8
resulting in a more realistic estimate. This aspect has significant input primarily to climate
change as well as toxic substances from wood combustion in small stoves. Including this
correction, coherent concise statistical information on the current building energy use is
developed including different system parts as reported in Table 4:9, together with a
transparent set of significant underlying information as given in Table 4:8.
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Table 4:10 Energy use, kWh/m2 BRA and per dwelling respectively, kWh/m2 BRA and per dwelling

respectively, for the LSS Living divided in a number building system parts, based on
original statistic information from SCB (2001a, 2001b) and REPAB (2002),
concerning year 2000.

Energy use specified Type Domestic
electricity

Electricity
for the
building

DHW Heat
requirement

Sum

per m2 BRA (living
area)

Single-family
houses

45 - 42 132 219

Multi-family
dwellings

30 16 31 113 190

per dwelling Single-family
houses

5 500 - 5 151 16 108 34 205

Multi-family
dwellings

2 411 1 286 2 495 10 393 16 585

The statistics given in Table 4:10 is compatible with the national official statistics on energy
delivered to the building and real estate sector (besides the use of wood).

4.5.3 Suggested improvements based on common statements

For energy use in buildings, the current and former Swedish building regulations have only
specified the heat requirement given as a U-value. The U-value is only applicable for new
buildings, which is the reason why the potential application for rebuilding is not covered by
the Swedish building regulation (Boverket 1998). Regulated relevant parameters concerning
new buildings that affect the energy use are given in Table 4:11.

Table 4:11 Utilised figures for calculation of heat requirement according to the current
building regulation for new buildings (Boverket 1998).

Issue Single-family houses Multi-family dwellings

Air leakage value 0,8 0,8
Ventilation,

l/s

l/m2s

43

0,35

28

0,35
Generic thermal
transmittance, Um-
value*, W/m2K

0,23 0,28

* Um includes heat contribution from solar radiation via windows.

The figures in Table 4:10 are used to define input data for current practice of the
environmental Class C - Acceptable. Further market commitments on improvements are
specified by BYKR (2002) and Bygga/Bo (2000). In both cases, the energy use is specified as
delivered energy. BYKR gives a general reduction of the energy use of 15 % as a mid term
goal of the year 2010. However, Bygga/Bo works on environmental commitments that shall
be met in 2025. In general, an energy use of 30 % below the current praxis is then utilised for
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the candidate scenario and this corresponds to the aimed energy savings as stated by
Bygga/Bo.

In order to estimate a corresponding heating requirement defined by the regulated U-value, a
computer simulation using the software application “The Reference Building”
(Boverket 1995) was undertaken. For this calculation, we regarded the climatic data of the
city district of Bromma as representative of generic spatial input data. The software operates
with climatic data having an hourly time resolution and is representative for a normal year. In
order to verify the relevance of the software, the settings, as specified in Table 4:9, were used
as input data and then compared with the statistic information as specified in Table 4:10. The
energy use for heating given in Table 8 for single-family houses is 16 307 kWh/dwelling
compared with the computer simulation result of 16 108 kWh/dwelling. The same comparison
for multi-family dwellings gives 10 015 and 10 393 kWh/dwelling, respectively. Since the
computer simulation generates a realistic result, the regulated parameters, as specified in
Table 4:11, are applied in order to calculate a corresponding heating requirement. These
results are given in Table 4:12 according to energy use for domestic and building purposes,
and domestic hot water. Except from heating requirement, the current praxis covering both
new and existing buildings are utilised (compare with parameters given in Table 4:9).

Table 4:12 Energy related properties (i.e. the energy related Property EPR) for the system
parts Heating, ventilation, air conditioning, Other operation-related media supply
and Water supply.

Subsystem: Heating, ventilation, air
conditioning

Other operation-
related media
supply

Water supply

Specification: Heat requirement Electricity for the
building

Domestic
electricity 

DHW

Unit kWh*(m2*BRA*year)-1 kWh*(m2*BRA*year)-1 kWh*(m2*BRA*year)-1 kWh*(m2*BRA*year)-1

Single-family houses

A – Sustainable 32 — 32 30 
B –
Environmentally
sound

39 — 38 36 

C – Acceptable 46 — 45 42
Multi-family dwellings

A – Sustainable 31 11 21 22
B –
Environmentally
sound

37 14 26 26

C – Acceptable 44 16 30 31

4.5.4 Candidate scenario’s impact EPR

Finally, the candidate scenario impact EPR can now be determined, based on material flow in
a life cycle perspective as specified by Erlandsson (2001), and energy flow including
information sources from Table 4:12. The energy use specified in Table 4:12 are recalculated
to delivered energy according to information given in Table 4:8. The current energy mix as
specified by SCB (2001a, 2001b) is used to determine environmental class B and C. Both the
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energy mixes expressed as the yearly average efficiency loss are improved when the target
impact for environmental class A – Sustainable is calculated. To account for the
environmental impacts of the delivered energy, an LCA database including representative
generic data for the current Swedish market are utilised for all environmental classes. The
candidate scenario is calculated based on an absolute system approach, while the
corresponding EPR classification utilises a margin system approach, summarised in Table
4:13.

Table 4:13 The candidate scenario-corresponding impact EPR (i.e., margin approach-
based) including five impact categories [mPe/m2 BRA].

System part: Building
construction*

Heating,
ventilation, air
conditioning

Other operation-
related media

supply

Water supply

Environmental
class

A B C A B C A B C A B C

Multi-family dwelling

Climate change 0,79 1,72 2,17 2,55 2,01 2,44 2,87 0,46 0,61 0,72
Eutrophication 0,65 0,47 0,58 0,68 0,20 0,24 0,28 0,26 0,32 0,38

Acidification 0,83 0,76 0,94 1,11 0,42 0,50 0,59 0,38 0,47 0,56
Photochemical

ozone
0,31 0,25 0,31 0,36 0,08 0,10 0,12 0,15 0,18 0,21

Ozone depletion 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
Single-family houses

Climate change 0,51 1,66 2,39 2,81 3,02 3,67 4,31 1,52 2,19 2,57
Eutrophication 0,50 0,53 0,68 0,80 0,29 0,36 0,42 0,49 0,63 0,74

Acidification 0,63 0,70 0,88 1,04 0,62 0,76 0,89 0,64 0,81 0,95
Photochemical

ozone
0,21 1,86 2,70 3,18 0,12 0,15 0,17 1,71 2,48 2,92

Ozone depletion 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
* The same values are valid for all environmental classes.

4.6 SUSTAINABLE LIVING – ENVIRONMENTAL CLASS A
The term "sustainable" is made operational within the system by introducing a scenario
sustainable criteria performance checkpoint (see Figure 3:4). The performance checkpoint is
an iterative procedure where the candidate scenario also includes technically feasible
solutions that also have to be economically realistic and ethically and socially acceptable. In
general terms, this sustainability performance checkpoint evaluates whether or not the
candidate scenario complies with the ecological limitation given by the nature via the EQOs.
The final outcome of this procedure is a real-vision applicable for the LSS.

The EPRs defined for living and proposed for environmental class A – Sustainable, is used as
input to the performance checkpoint to accept or reject the candidate scenario on the basis of
the pre-established sustainability criteria. Note that in contradiction to the EPR given in Table
4:13, these figures have to be recalculated based on an absolute system approach, in order to
be applicable for monitoring the consequences compared to the impact ceilings. Furthermore,
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future additional living area has to be accounted for. This will increase the total generated
impact while the impact permit constitute an absolute ceiling that remain unchanged, which is
why the impact permit per person has to be reduced. As a reference year, the estimated total
living area for 2020 are used combined with an additional net area defined in Table 4:14.

Table 4:14 Estimation of a net addition of future living area (BRA), based on extrapolation
of figures for the first decade according to BYKR (2002).

Year 2000 2020

Living
area

No. of
dwellings

Living
area 

No. of
dwellings

Unit Mm2

BRA
*1000 Mm2

BRA
*1000

Single-family houses 216 1 772 242 1 932

Multi-family dwellings 168 2 095 194 2 415

In the absence of common environmental indicators of ecological sustainability of living, the
Swedish national general reduction targets of about 40 to 50 % for the impact categories:
climate change; acidification; eutrophication; and photochemical ozone, are used as the best
available established ecological sustainability criteria. These general reduction objectives
correspond to an ecologically sustainable impact ceiling per impact category (Sveriges
Miljömål 2003), according to equation (1) ad (2). In the procedure to verify the actual
environmental improvement, a comparison between the candidate scenario case and the
current impact is made, see Figure 4:5.

0,00 0,10 0,20 0,30 0,40 0,50 0,60 Share remaining impact

Climate change

Eutrophication

Acidification

Photochemical
ozone

Multi family dwellings

Single family houses

Figure 4:5 Current impact compared to the remaining environmental impact if the LSS
Living would meet the environmental class A – Sustainable, specified for the two
alternative multi-family dwellings and single-family houses.
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As illustrated in Figure 4:5, the candidate scenario meets the impact reductions put forward by
the Swedish environmental quality objectives for the included impact categories and will
therefore be accepted as ecologically sustainable. The technical solutions applied in the
candidate scenario are based on current practised technology. This fact is also a major
indicator that the underlying technical solutions are economical feasible. The building that has
performance corresponding to EPR environmental class A – Sustainable does not represent
the ordinary standard for a new building, while it does represent best practice. This implies
that such buildings will be more profitable in the future, mainly due to reduced energy costs.
Concerning ethical and social aspect, the workplace, health and safety, employee retention,
labour practices, working conditions, human rights, etc. are today handled in a way such that
at least the bottom lines of requirements are met. The candidate scenario does not include any
aspect that can be found to interfere with this practice. In respect to this result, we will accept
the candidate scenario as one potential scenario for living that we regard as sustainable and
therefore, here, corresponding to the so-called real-vision. Hereby, further improvements
according to the checkpoint procedure are not judged to be necessary.

An argument valid in the ongoing European Community work on an Integrated Product
Policy is that resources should be concentrated on products or services where major
improvements can be made (COM 2001). For this reason, an overview of all LSSs is needed
in the first place. As indicated in Figure 4:3, living according to Swedish conditions
contributes, in a significant way, to an individual’s environmental impact. The analysis
illustrated in Figure 4:3 and based on an absolute system approach is compatible with the
methodology applied here for the candidate scenario and adopts performance checkpoint
procedure, including the normalisation method. However, improvement only on the LSS
Living will not be enough to reach an environmentally sustainable life style, which is an
obvious result from Figure 4:3. Even a zero impact from the LSS Living should not be enough
to reach an ecologically sustainable life style, since that requires a total value below 1000
mPe (i.e., 1 Pe) for all impact categories.

Observe that the entire building stock uses about 40 % of the Swedish energy consumption
and that the electricity mainly originates from hydro and nuclear electricity plants, which is
the reason why major improvements are hard to achieve by changing energywares in the
utilised electricity grid (STEM 2000). On the contrary, concerning the impact categories
included in other energywares like wood, oil, natural gas, etc., the use of these will, in fact,
increase the environmental impact. This aspect is also relevant in a future situation with
increased import to and export from the Swedish electricity grid. This is also one of the major
reasons why a margin system approach is utilised for the classification system and the EPRs.
Hypothetically, if the European average mix were used instead of the Swedish mix (based on
current import and export) a significant increased environmental impact would appear.
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4.7 FEASIBLE ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES ON A NATIONAL
SCALE AND ITS TIME DEPENDENCE

4.7.1 Case scenario concerning the year 2035

The real-vision describes the LSS Living on a Swedish national scale, which results in a
scenario that is regarded as sustainable, based on the fact that all buildings meet the EPR
specified for environmental class A – sustainable. However, the real-vision does not tell us
what performance improvements are feasible on a national scale by the adoption of a
proactive market-based rebuilding of the current building stock. Such rebuilding activities are
always supposed to include measures to achieve energy conservation. This scenario
evaluation will assume that all new buildings will have a top-of-the-line performance of the
considered individual building aspects. This approach means, for new buildings, that
environmental performance according to environmental class A – sustainable becomes the
goal5. For the existing building stock, a number of economically realistic rebuilding measures
are selected that not only increase the comfort or aesthetic values, but also improve the
(technical and environmental) performance of the building. The target performance level at
rebuilding is presented in Table 4:15. The energy measures suggested here are in the same
magnitude as suggested in an earlier report (Elmberg et al. 1996).
Table 4:15 Target levels for energy conservation measures of the Swedish multi-dwelling houses after aesthetic

considerations.

Construc-
tion year

Rebuilding
period

Domestic
electricity

Building
service
electricity

Heat
supply

Area Supported
environ-
mental class

[year] [kWh/m2] [kWh/m2] [kWh/m2] [Mm2]

–1940 2000–2035 28 10 120 26 <C – Acceptable

1941–50 2000–2035 28 10 110 13 <C – Acceptable

1951–60 2000–2035 28 10 90 24 <C – Acceptable

1961–70 2000–2035 28 18 38 38 C – Acceptable

1971–80 2010–2035 28 18 38 21 C – Acceptable

1981–90 2015–2035 28 18 34 14 B – Env. sound

1991–2000 2025–2035 28 18 32 8 B – Env. sound

2001–2035 — 28 18 30 42 A – Sustainable

Unknown 2000–2035 28 18 30 9 A – Sustainable

This scenario evaluation is limited to multi-family dwellings. Furthermore, an existing
building located in Stockholm was chosen as it represent a generation of multi-family
dwelling houses that are frequent objects for rebuilding today. It is illustrated in paper I that
an economical versus an environmental assessment will limit the ambition level of the
refurbishment that is typically needed to improve the environmental performance for multi-
family buildings. The selected rebuilding activities for the single building object are enlarged
by considering a scenario where these improvements would be performed on the entire

                                                
5 Note that there exists a minor difference between the energy-related (property) EPR in Table 4:12 and the
figures given for new buildings, since the calculations were made in connection with the earlier paper II, while
the EPRs are defined later in paper VI.
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existing multi-family dwelling building stock. Aesthetic concerns are made in the sense that,
for older generations of buildings, no major changes of facades are found convenient. In a life
cycle perspective, the improvements affect external technical systems such as local heating
plants, fertilisation of agriculture land and waste handling. All these systems and connected
activities will change in the future and this is the cause for different scenarios describing both
today’s situation and future potential improvements having to be accounted for. Based on
statistical information from Swedish Statistical Bureau (SCB), the time span for rebuilding
has increased from 30 in the 80-ties to 40 years today and is the reason why a rebuilding
activity and its overall pay-back was determined to 35 years in this study (Erlandsson 1998).

In order to estimate the environmental impact from building materials, specification from the
consultant firm Mängda for actual rebuilding activities was utilised (Erlandsson 2001). These
material specification figures cover the entire rebuilding activities in multi-family houses
actually performed in Sweden during 1998–99, for what reason the figures cannot be used
without modifications. To make this “average rebuilding” figures representative for future
rebuilding according to the energy measures suggested here, additional building material
utilisation was calculated. Environmental data for building materials also utilise current LCI
data for processes that will occur in future, which also includes maintenance. However, for
other processes or activities, improved LCI data have instead been used, such as for:

• energy production

• transportation

• future forestry

Process related figures for the energy sector representing the future have been estimated by
the SAME project (NV 1999) and best available technology is reported by IVL (Boström et
al. 1998). These references are then combined with upstream LCI data. In the future scenario,
2/3 of diesel is assumed to be replaced by ethanol. This LCI data is based on background
information mainly from a modern plant (SSE 2000; Lindstedt 2000), and is used as upstream
LCI data in the future forestry. The relation between emission figures from the energy
production (i.e., combustion emissions) combined with upstream data valid for the energy
carrier is, however, not crucial.

When estimating the future energy mix representing the year 2035, the entire energy sector
has to be considered. The outstanding feature, valid for electricity and heat production, is the
change to more renewable energy sources. Moreover, since all renewable energy sources are
constrained, the future scenario has to begin with estimating the resources available and the
final market share. For instance, the forestry, the wood resource has to be divided into
different end users such as sawn timber, paper production and energy production, which leads
to the conclusion that wood cannot be used as the only energy source. Instead, the economical
and environmental constraints, combined with the technically available potential, are crucial
when the future energy mix is to be estimated. In the aimed scenario, here a number of official
future scenarios are utilised as background material in order to estimate the future energy mix.
The present energy mix and the future scenarios are given in Table 4:16–17.
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Table 4:16 Current Swedish electricity mix and the case scenario of year 2035 based on three future scenarios
from other projects (in TWh).

Elforsk [b] CTH [c] SAME [d] Future
scenario
mix

Today's
mix
(1999)
[a] Technical

potential
Utilised
potential

Post
mat. sc.

Materi-
alistic
scenario

Hydropower 65 [*] 130 80 65 65 66 80
Combined district heat and
power 

5,1 40 30 15 25 14 25

Industrial back pressure power 4,5 8 5 10 15 12 12
Wind power 0,3 25 10 20 25 13 15
Solar cells or thermal solar
power

0 - 5 6 6 0 5

Coal condensing power 0,3
Gas turbines 0,0
Nuclear power 70 [**]
Sum 145 203 130 116 136 105 137
Distribution losses 9,3 8,8
Import (+), export (-) +7-17 -10 to

-14
+10 to

-15
Sum 145 141
[*] Represent production during the period 1993–98.
[**] Figure represents gross energy. The primary energy use according to UN/ECE is 206 TWh.

References: [a] STEM (1999); [b] Elforsk (1996); [c] Azar C, Lindgren K (1998); [d] NV
(1999)
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Table 4:17 Current Swedish energy mix and supply of energy sources for heat production in year 2035 based
on three future scenarios from other projects (in TWh).

CTH [c]Today's
mix 
(1999)
[a]

Post mat.
sc.

Materia-
listic sc.

SAME
[d]

Future
scenario 

mix

Local plants
oil 5 - - - 0

wood 4,3 - - - 1,7
sun panels - - - 1,0

free heat, heat pump - - - -
(electricity to heat pump) - - - -

direct heating 2,0 - - - -
conversion and distribution losses 1,4 - - - 0,3

Sum 12,7 - - - 2,0

District heating
wood fuels 14,7 8 14 8,6 11

black liquor and tall oil 1,6 - -
peat 3,1 - -

refuse from biological material 6,1 - 5
refuse from fossil material - - - - 1

hydro gas - - 2 - -
oil 5,5 - - 6 -

coal, incl. blast furnace gas 3,4 - - - -
natural gas 3,3 8 3 30 -

free heat, heat pump 7,4 19 19 - 7,4
(electricity to heat pump) (2,3) (5,9) (5,9) - (2,3)

electricity for boilers 1,8 - - - -
sun panels - 3 3 - -
waste heat 3,6 4 8 4 2

Sum 50,5 42,0 49,0 48,6 26,4

Utilisation of district heat delivery
conversion losses 2,7 2,6 3,0 2,8 1,4
distribution losses 3,9 3,7 4,4 4,1 2,0

multi-family houses 20,9 35,7 41,6 39,1 26,4
single-family houses 4,2

other buildings 14
industries 4,9

Sum 50,5 42,0 49,0 46,0 29,8
References: [a] STEM (1999); [c] Azar C, Lindgren K (1998); [d] NV (1999)

4.7.2 Resulting performance development

Based on the case scenario that the entire multi-family dwelling stock should be rebuilt at the
latest 2035, the total energy demand can be determined based on the goal for energy
conservation measures in Table 4:15. For buildings originally built from 1960 and later, the
most efficient measures are assumed for rebuilding and also for new construction. For this
generation of buildings it is assumed realistic that the energy performance after rebuilding is
almost the same. For buildings built before 1960, only minor external rebuilding activities are
found adequate, for what reason the goal for energy conservation measures in Table 4:15 is
not so ambitious compared to energy performance for newer buildings. In Table 4:15, a
number of buildings with “unknown” construction years are identified. In the applied scenario
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evaluation, these buildings are assumed to utilise district heating, and the rebuilding period
will be between 2000 and 2035. During the same period, an additional heating caused by
additional dwelling area is considered in the calculations, which increases the total energy
supply. In the scenario, 15 000 apartments of about 80 m2 are assumed to be built on average
per year, which hence represent 22 % of the total heating in year 2035.

The lower electricity supply for building services to older buildings takes into account the fact
that gravity ventilation systems still will be sufficient or improved with demand-controlled
forced ventilation. Only average statistic information on the current electricity supply for
domestic and building service-use was found (STEM 1999a; SCB 1999). This information,
representing the electrical supply of all building and building service sectors for domestic and
building services, is 26 respective 33 kWh/m2. These average figures compared with supply
for domestic and building service electricity, as illustrated in Table 4:15, imply some
improvement mainly concerning building service electricity. Improved energy efficiency for
domestic equipment is assumed to decrease the electricity demand per unit, etc. in the future.
However, the numbers of equipment and facilities are supposed to increase, thus no final
improvement can be expected (and therefore are no benefits accounted for). However, when
the energy balance is attained for the multi-dwelling building stock including new buildings,
the total electricity demand will decrease from 9,3 to 8,5 TWh/year, see Figure 4:6.
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Figure 4:6. The development of supply need for heat and electricity from 2000 to 2035 based on an energy
conservation measure scenario, referring to the Swedish multi-family dwelling building stock
including 15 000 produced new buildings per year [TWh/year].

In the energy conservation measure scenario, replacement of residential oil boilers to bio fuel
boilers is assumed. Buildings utilising electric resistance heating are assumed to change
energy supply in favour of district heating. The measure scenario illustrates that it is realistic
to drastically reduce the energy use by known and established technology, see Figure 4:6.
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Figure 4:7 Environmental impact from the yearly average rebuilding, impact before (2000) and after energy
conservation measures (2035), concerning the current Swedish multi-family dwelling building stock.
The impact categories are normalised according to the Swedish environmental quality objective.

The environmental improvement in Figure 4:7 is the result of energy conservation measures
for the existing multi-family dwelling stock and also a changed energy supply. The
calculations only account for the existing building stock. This means that the starting energy
supply is 36 TWh/year and the end 16,5 TWh/year. Please also note that in Figure 4:6, the
new additional buildings are included, that in total contribute to 6,5 TWh extra energy supply
in 2035. The investments for rebuilding in the scenario will – from an environmental
viewpoint – be paid back within a maximum of eight years. The constraint is the time horizon,
i.e., it takes time to improve the performance of the entire building stock. The fact is that
improvements have to be accomplished for the entire building stock as well as for new
buildings in order to speed up the pace and to maximise the over all improvements. When
undertaking these improvements, attention has to be paid to the limitations defined by
individual buildings, in particular buildings having historical or esthetical values. This fact
also indicates the need for an analytic evaluation tool as well as political incitements that
cover both new, additional buildings and rebuilding.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

5.1 SUSTAINABILITY – CONCEPTUALLY REALISED IN ABSOLUTE FIGURES
The burden of the environmental impact caused by human activities can be divided into
different aspects, e.g., a national and a sector origin, representing a spatial and an economic
resolution, respectively. An alternative holistic way to describe the burden of the
environmental impact is to focus on the consumption from an individual’s perspective. This
way of analysing the problem provides the opportunity to evaluate the improvements that can
be achieved by changing our life style and its consumption pattern within the socially,
economically and technically feasible alternatives.

Therefore, in this thesis, it was found appropriate to divide the consumption into a number of
superior so-called life-supporting services (LSSs). Since these LSSs are analysed in a life
cycle perspective, they cover all environmental impact caused by mankind. Hence, the LSSs
also constitute an accurate allocation basis of their underlying products and services, without
any double allocation problem occurring. The double allocation problem is noticed as a
general problem (Labouze et al. 2003) in the development of product and service life cycle-
approached indicators applicable to the forthcoming European Community’s Integrated
Product Policy (COM 2001, COM 2003a), and in particular to so called input/output analysis
(Nielsen et al. 2001).

Analysis of the environmental impact on an individual basis will also enables to illustrate
what life style implies a sustainable consumption. In the SCE system developed here,
sustainable consumption is part of an iterative procedure in order to define a future
sustainable scenario which final outcome is referred to as a sustainable real-vision and is part
of the scenario development step of the system framework, see Figure 4:1. This makes it
possible to evaluate, by benchmarking, whether or not an individual life style and the related
consumption can be regarded as sustainable. Such an interpretation has to be made with
respect to the scope and limitations of the sustainability requirements defined in the Scenario
performance requirements. Thus, these sustainable Scenario performance requirements
should preferable be established on common accepted knowledge and consensus work, which
in this way gives the result of the SCE and its EPR an implicit legitimacy.

To make an assessment of the ecological sustainability possible, a normalisation procedure is
introduced, which is based on impact limitations of the nature and made operational by
Environmental Quality Objective in the EQO normalisation procedure. The EQO
normalisation procedure is the key between ecological sustainability and the quoted per capita
impact permits. The developed normalisation procedure facilitates the reporting of different
impact categories in a common unit, and the evaluation of the relative order between different
categories. This is achieved without including direct value choices, which is the reason why
such a normalisation procedure is the adequate choice in the SCE system, and has, according
to the ISO 140042 regulation, no limitation concerning public communication of the result
and its applications.

Hence, it is possible to evaluate if a life style is sustainable. It is consequently an optional
possibility to evaluate if the individual LSSs are sustainable. However, this implies that the
necessary conditions, on each impact permits, can be defined. If this is feasible – for instance
based on a dialogue between different parties (i.e., industry, NGO and authorities) – it will in
practice be limited to a national scale, since the market actors often is limited to the nation.
The conclusion is, therefore, that a sustainable lifestyle on a conceptual level can, by means of
the SCE system, be evaluated in absolute terms concerning:
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• an individual's consumption pattern

• an individual's consumption of a specific LSS

This assumes that the LSSs are independent of each other and that an adequate boundary
setting controls this. However, for the products and services of the LSSs, it is found that it is
not possible to verify whether a specific subordinated product or service is sustainable or not,
since the performance depends not only on the product as such but also the context in which it
is utilised. Therefore, the conclusion is that concerning the evaluation subordinated specific
products and services, it is better to do this in terms of better choice per delivered functional
output. With other words, this implies that it is not possible to tell if a product as such is
sustainable. This also corresponds to the field of application that is typically handled by a
traditional LCA. Consequently, it will also be impossible to verify if a specific industrial
process is ecologically sustainable in a holistic perspective (compare with the five-step
hierarchical indicator pyramid in Figure 4:2).

5.2 LIFE CYCLE-APPROACHED SYSTEM FRAMEWORK MADE
OPERATIONAL VIA EPR

A holistic system framework that addresses sustainability in an operational and qualitative
way is presented. The system framework should be regarded as the first step to utilise
performance-based environmental codes for sustainable design, monitoring and evaluation.
The idea to add an environmental dimension to performance requirements comes, in general,
with regards to facilitate an already applied management structure for product design and
evaluation, and therefore already part of business-to-business relations, as in contracts, etc.

The case study work has illustrated that EPR should be divided into three types of
performance requirements namely; Resource, Property and Impact EPR, each of which
having its own pros and cons. In some respect, these different types of EPRs complement
each other, which is why they, in practice, will be handled in parallel for different objects.
The Property EPR as well as the Resource EPR are pointed out as being easier to evaluate
than the Impact EPR and therefore – based on the current market situation – more
comprehensive in business-to-business relations. However, the Impact EPR is the only
alternative that describes the integrated environmental impact in a life cycle perspective and
its potential environmental effects. Furthermore, the Impact EPR does not point out specific
material or technical solutions. Altogether, this is the reason why an Impact EPR is the truly
competition neutral alternative, since it is life cycle approached, material neutral and
development supporting.

The Impact EPR is based on the foundation of the current LCA methodology, which has an
inherent potential to address environmental aspects in a quantitative way. In order to make the
LCA methodology applicable in the system framework and its aim, an extension of the
current LCA methodology as defined in the ISO 14040 family is required. This extension is
mainly comprised in the framework step Scenario development, but is also a specification of
the LCI inventory (ISO 14041), and an extension of the interpretation step of an LCA (ISO
14043) by making value-based impact assessment methods and environmental single score
optionally possible. This development of the current ISO standard would be worth a second
thought within the forthcoming update of the ISO 14040-family umbrella. In the framework
defined here, it is an important possibility for the market to utilise the system with a value-
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based impact assessment method when it is found convenient, see, e.g., EPS (Steen 1999),
EcoIndicator 99 (Goedkoop, Spreinsma 2000) TRACI6 (2003) BEES (Lipiatt 2000).

The framework step Scenario development consists of the sub-steps LSS market inventory,
Scenario performance requirements and Scenario evaluation (see Figure 4:1). The sub-step
Scenario evaluation includes a performance checkpoint where the other two sub-steps are
utilised and therefore is the heart of the entire framework. The scenario development step
comprises the ISO steps of life cycle inventory and impact assessment, i.e., ISO 14041 and
ISO 14042, respectively. The result from the Scenario development step is a Sustainable real-
vision, which consists of the resulting EPRs according to environmental class A – sustainable.
In an ISO 14040 series perspective, the Scenario development step (as defined here) should be
seen as the key element for:

1) A procedure to make sustainability operational and possible to implement in LCA, the
application of LCA is becoming extended. This results in EPRs according to
environmental class A – Sustainable.

2) A development of LCA where the results from the impact assessment step complies with
the requirements of ISO 14042 in order to establish publicly available EPRs, applicable for
product-service comparison or competition.

3) Optional approaches for interpretation of the result of an LCA, including a single-score
impact assessment method of the LSSs, might be applicable for external communication
and still under the ISO umbrella, since no specific product comparison is relevant at this
level.

In Frischknecht (1997), a review of different approaches to choice system perspective within
the LCI is reported. It should be noted that no generally accepted interpretation of how the
system perspective should be structured is established by ISO. However, it has become
common to select the LCI system approach based on the time frame, which is defined in the
goal of the study (Frischknecht 1997) and divided into, e.g., a retrospective or prospective
time frame (Weidema 1998). As a general recommendation, this selection criterion is found
irrelevant here. Instead, it is suggested that the system perspective should be utilised if the
aim, from a decision-making process point of view, is to describe the studied technosphere
systems in an absolute or a marginal environmental LCI system perspective, since this is
actually what it is all about. This approach follows the structure suggested by Baumann
(1998), when the grouping of the two (only) system perspectives is concerned. Note that the
choice of system perspective also is relevant to the LCIA step, which can differ from the one
found adequate to the LCI step.

5.3 IMPLEMENTATION AND SPECIFICATION OF THE SYSTEM
FRAMEWORK OF THE LSS LIVING

Based on the SCE system framework, an implementation is made for the LSS Living. The
case study is performed under Swedish conditions. Relevant methodological specification
according to the framework procedure was carried out. Market-based consensus work was
utilised as the data source for the candidate scenario. The LSS living is divided into six
system parts (Table 4:1), four of which were included in the market-based consensus work,
and thus limited the scope of the real-vision. The real-vision addresses the ecological
sustainability defined by the Swedish environmental quality goals. The other scenario
performance requirement corresponds to target origins from work carried out by the Swedish
                                                
6 The current framework modelling stops at midpoint in the cause-effect-chain.
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building and real estate sector. The case study of the LSS Living shows that major
improvements are realistic (see Figure 4:5), but will not alone be enough, if the Swedish
environmental objectives shall be reached. Nevertheless, if the EPRs of the LSS Living
according to environmental class A – Sustainable is applied, this will result in a reduction of
about 50 % of the current environmental impact. If the Swedish environmental quality goals
shall be achieved, improvements covering all LSSs must be included (see Figure 4:3).

The real-vision covers both single-family houses and multi-family dwellings and gives the
definition of the environmental class A – Sustainable. Besides this specification, Impact EPRs
for class B – Environmentally Sound and class C – Acceptable are developed according to the
framework methodology based on a margin environmental LCI approach, published in
Erlandsson and Carlson 2003.

Experience from the implementation case study is that the end user asks for the major
difference between the application of an environmental declaration of type III (ISO TR
14025) and the classification system as defined here. In this respect, it should be clarified that
the classification from the SCE system includes two significant differences versus a
traditional environmental declaration of type III, namely:

• Environmental declaration type III does not include a complete LCI covering the entire
life cycle of the product or product-service, which the SCE system does.

• Environmental declaration of type III does not include any criteria or levels that makes it
possible to assess the environmental performance without further work, which is only
adequate if the entire life cycle is covered, which the SCE system always does.

Based on the findings given above, the adequate use of an environmental declaration of type
III would be as a source of information on modular LCI data, by means of which it is possible
to make a complete LCA, as in the applied SCE system. This requires improved reported
inventory profiles and relevant data documentation on environmental declaration of type III in
general, in order to be applicable in the SCE system. These improvements suggested for
environmental declarations, also holds for LCI data in general (Erlandsson et al. 2002a). The
common practice for environmental declaration of type III is to only report agglomerated data
(and sometimes limited to only an impact profile), with a minimum set of public
documentation requirements, compare, e.g., with the Swedish Environmental Management
Council’s declaration system (MSR 1998).

It is further noticed that today available environmental declarations type III are restricted to an
absolute scenario approach use, whilst the EPRs for classification purposes use a margin
approach. This methodological choice is found adequate since the application of the SCE
system is part of a decision support that is the basis for future consequences (Weidema el al
1999). However, for monitoring of environmental impact on impact ceilings or permits that
are relevant for the real-vision in the SCE system, only an absolute system approach is the
correct choice.

Beyond the scope of the case study on implementation of the SCE system framework for the
LSS Living, a further analysis was performed to verify what national performance
improvements are feasible concerning energy conservation measures. These measures are
supposed to be undertaken by a proactive market-based rebuilding of the current building
stock. The result from this analysis is that it will take more than 30 years for the multi-
dwellings building stock to improve their energy supply demand to half of what it is today.
However, at the same time this would reduce the environmental impact by about 70 %. It
should be noted that the suggested energy measures are based on known technology and
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include no high technology solutions. In the scenario, it is presumed that new buildings will
have a performance that meets the Impact and property requirements according to
environmental class A – sustainable (Table 4:12). The conclusion is clearly that investments
in the building sector can make significant contributions to improved environmental
performance on a national scale, if the adequate activities are realised. Furthermore, attention
must be paid to both the current building stock as well as new buildings. This also emphasises
the importance of an assessment tool that handles both these issues within the same
environmental classification system, which is possible by the SCE system.

5.4 THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS IN CONCLUSION
It is believed that the meaning of the basic idea behind sustainability is best illustrated by
positive examples that inspire further improvements. The developed SCE system framework
and its EPRs make it possible to conceptually handle sustainability consumption and design in
a quantitative and absolute way. The SCE system framework and the Impacts EPR may also
be seen as an extension of the current LCA methodology in order to handle the sustainability
perspective. The system framework is developed from a synthesis of a number of already
established methods. The uniqueness of the approach suggested is in the synthesis and the fact
that sustainability now, conceptually in an absolute way, could be handled by anyone as a
purchaser, provided that already established EPRs are utilised. The possibility to develop pre-
established EPRs for a classification system would be crucial for market adoption. Based on
this development it is shown that the system can be implemented for the LSS living, in a
practical way, using information that already is at hand. However, the possibility to
continuously improve the EPRs as new knowledge becomes available should not be
neglected.
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